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Introduction 
Within the last ten years more work has been done in the area 
1 
of small groups experimentation than in all the years pr&eeding~ 
One reason for s~h increased activity is the growing awareness on 
the part of behavioral scientists that many of the elements of 
larger systems e~st and develop in small groups. .:Further, there 
are strong parallels between the problems of a small group and thos~ 
of larger organizations such as Public Administration and industrial 
bureaucracies. 
This thesis is a laboratory study of change in small problem-
solving groups. ~ Obanges in communication conditions will be 
introduced. These changes will be in terms of •who may communicate 
to whom'. Patterns can be set up that vary in cen.P'ality. The 
concept of Centrality will be used to predict and understand the 
effects of such changes in the positions of the members of problem-
solving groups. The effects of such changes on the organizational 
Tariables of time taken to solve problems and number of problems 
correctly solved will be studied. 
1 
This is illustrated by th& e:rtensive bibliograplq of 
small groups research. cited in §ma{l GromUI1 ed. by Paul A. Hare, 
l!ld.gar :Sorgatta, and Robert :Bales, N'ew York: Alfred J.. lrnopf, 
1955) . 
Outline of Introduction 
I ••••• The Overall Objective of the THesis 
II.... Communication as the Independent tariable 
III.... Results of Others 
IV. • .. • Change 
2 
v .••.• The Concept of Centrality and its Major Role. in the Study 
and Variables to be· Used 
VI ..... Three Possible Systems for Predicting Effects of Changes 
in Communication Patterns 
VII... Specific Predictions :Bas~ on the Three STstems 
VIII. • Swmnaey of !J!llesis A$.ms 
IX..... Significance of :Researeb. 
I. The Overall Ob.iective of ~Thesis 
The overall objective of the th~sie is to experimentally 
examine how the historical conditions of small groups.(and 
orge.n.izations) affect the subsequen.t group behaviors in terms of 
problem-solving activities. Specifically~ the major question to 
be asked is: In what ways do the antecedent conditions of the 
groups influence its future behaviors? :87 antec~ent condi tiona 
is mean the types of communication pattern~ that have been uset 
before the group. 
Another way of phrasing the overall qUestion of the project is: 
When th.e communication pattens of an o~ganization or smll ~oup 
are changed, what effects do the previous communication patterns 
have on the dependent variables being measured in the present 
communication patterns? 
II. OollUitiUlieation !§.. the Independent Variable 
Communication patterns will be used as the antecedent organisational 
conditions for the st'U.d.y' of change effects. Communication has been 
selected as the variable to be manipulated. beca'llse there is a 
considerable b()dy of material relating types of communication :patterns 
to group behaviors~ Consequently-, there is a great amount of 
- -
information on the basis of which predictions about change effects ia 
organisations can be developed and tested. Furtlaer, eommunicatiou 
patterns can be clearly established and varied experimentally. 
!fhe discovery of variables such as eainmunication, which have 
general application, subsume important social phenomena and are 
capable o:f operational-definition, is important •. It is ilil:Portant 
because it bas enabled behavioral scientists to go beyond the 
stage of fact gathering, undirected by hypothesis •. 
!fhe concept of communication has been central to the works of 
2 
a number of investigators. Festinger :Jaa.s investigated the exertion 
of group pressures on members and the development and operation. of 
group standard.s. !fhe major emp~sis was on the nature of the 
2 
Leon Festinger• RlNFOBMAL SOCIAL COMMUNICATION", Grou~ 
Dlp.amics, ed. by Dorwin Cartwright, and Alvin Zander (New York: 
Row, Peterson and Compan7, 1953) _ _ 
4 
that develop in the groupe under various conditions of cohesiveness 
and member conform! ty. Fe stinger et al have typicall7 used eoiDlll'\ln!ca-
tion as a dependent variable. 
Communication has occupied a central place in the fchange' 
:3 4 5 
studies of Ooch and Frurm ~ Levine and :Butler • and Lewin • Such 
studies have e:mmined the. kinds of communication methods tba.t would 
lead. to more effective change decisions and reduce resistances to 
change. J'a.rtber, colllJD'Ilnieati:on, as a factor major to any change 
program, has been integrated into the Lewinian theol"et1eal :framework 
4 
of "Q;aasi-stationary" equilibrium" and "force-field analysis" • Such 
investigators have used co~cation as an intervening variable, ioe., 
between (a) types of groupr,meetings and leadership, and (b) behavior 
6 
that results from the-se forces. Romans in the 1The Human Group' 
uses the concept o:f' Interaction as a main. part of his system for 
-···,.' 
analysis of groups. In essence, the concept e:f interaction refers 
to both verbal and non-verbal communication between people. 
:3 
Lester Ooeh and John ··French, 11Gvercoming Resistance. to 
Change", Group Dlnamics, ed. b7 .DerWin Cartwright and Alvin Zander 
ON'ew York: Peterson and Co., 19.5:3) 
4 
Jacob Levine and John Ba.tler, ''Lecture vs. Group Decision 
in Changing :Behavior"• ~· 
5 
Xu.rt Lewin, "Stu.d.ies in Group Decision", Ibid. 
6 
George C, Romans, The Ruman Group (liew York: B'areourt 
:Brace, 19.50) 
5 
Frequene7, order and duration of eolllii1.1l.riioatiTe acts, according to 
Romans, pla.7 a central role in the behaviors of grou;ps. March and 
7 
Simon develop many fruitful hypotheses about a variet7 of 
organizational variables. ~ focus on the organization as a 
complex information processing machine which· is complicated b7 the 
human element. Ool!llmlnications in an organization are seen as 
central to such important social pehnomena as: decisions to 
participate and produce, problems of delegation, morale, co-ordination 8 . 
and productivit7. Newcomb points to the possibility that certain 
group properties are pre-determined by the conditions and eonsequence8 
' - ,_ ' . :. ~ ') -; 
. ~-' '. ·, ' ': ,. - ... ~ ' ·' : ' 
of communicative acts. Ris basic assumptioi is that communication 
'.~. . ~ . . . . ~; . ;· ; 
among humans performs the essential function of enabling two or more 
-~~; "•.,.) :~. • ;:c ~j;: -~.:.~~ <.· ~ -. :. · 
individuals to maintain simu:ltaneous orientation toward one another 
.. 
as communicators and toward·objects of communication. Newcomb bas 
offered evidence that propositions derived from such assumptions are 
supported by empirical findings. 
' . 
. III.. Results of ethers 
.. 
The work discussed in the followi~· section will be eonce~ned 
with laboratory studies of the :b'ehaviors of groups working within 
7 
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations, 
(New York: John Wile7 and Sons, Inc., 1958) 
8 
Theodore M. Newcomb, "An Approach to the Study' of Communicative 
A.ctsn, Small Grou:ps, ed. by Paul .A. Rare, Jildgar :Borgetta, and Robert 
:Bales (l\Tew Yerk! Alfred A. Knopf, 1955) 
6. 
specific kinds of communication networks in problem-solving activities. 
Comm'tlllication in these studies has. been used as an independent variable. 
Initially, there will be a brief synopsis of the primary impetus for 
network: investigations by .A. ::Bavela.s, followed by brief reports of 
other network studies. 
Consideration of the g~eral area of communication networks was 
initiated by :Be.velas. The paper that gave ilnpulse to the great 
amount of experimental work that followed was "Communication Patterns 
9 
in Task-Oriented Groups n which was an outgrowth of the original 
10 
paper by Bavelas: "A Matliil!Jilatica.l Model for Group Structuree" .. 
In th9 original pape~, tlae concepts of distance between members, 
centrality and peripherality were introduced, having been translated 
from certain "topological" terminologies of Lewin applied to 
organizations. Major questions that stemmed from such a theoretical 
inquiry into the nature of communication in groups were: "In a 
given organization, where will the region of greatest centrality 
be? Who will be in it? Who will be the most periphera1? 11 • It was 
the second paper, however, that directly led to communication experi~ 
mentation. In this paper, the structure of communication networks 
was more specifically examined for experimental purposes. Indices 
9 
Alex Bavelas, "Communicatian Patterns in Task-Oriented 
Groups", Journal of the Aceoustical SocietY of America, :XXII (1950) 72.5-'730 
10 
Bavelas, "A Mathematical Model for Group Structures", 
Applied An~hropologr, VII (1948) 16~30 
7 
of centrality were computed and became standard experimental arrangements 
for the network studies that were to follow. • Tlu.e measure of eentrali ty 
was obtai•ed by deriving a ratio of the sum of the distances of all 
positions to all others over the sum of the distances of a given 
position to all others. In this way an index of relative centrality 
for any position in any pattern could be eo~uted. 
The main question asked b.f Eavelas was: "Is it possible that 
among several communication patterns, all logically adequate for 
the successful completion of a specified task, one gives significantly 
better performance::than another?" The studies involving communication 
networks can be roughly classified under one (or more) of the three 
headings which reprei3ent foci of such stud.i~s. For convenience, each 
of the following studies referred to will be put in the most appropriate 
category, even though it is understood that other categories may 
partially apply. 
The three categories of research emphasis are: (1) Problem-
Solving (2) Organization (3) Information Flow 
(1) The category of Pro~lem-Solving refers to those investigators 
~::·::~~ ~-~ 
such as Leavitt and Smith who have been primarily concer.ned with 
the direct relationships between kinds of networks and performance 
measures of members in such networks. 
(2) The category of Organization includes researchers whose 
studies have centered on the kinds of organization that develop 
within networks; as such orga.niKational developments would relate to 
problem-solving activities. Guetzkow, Simon, and Dill are among this group. 
8 
(3) Tke category of Information Flew refers to those investigators 
such as Shaw et s.l, Christie, Luce and !4a.cy, Heise and Miller, whose 
researches have emphasized kind, distribution and clarity of information 
used by members of probleJ6=.aolving groups. 
The following material concerns investigations in the areas of 
communication networks in the order of tbe categories described above. 
Categorz I: Investigations EmPhasizing Probl~Solving Performances 
Relative to Commu:nication Netl!ork Differences 
11 
Smith studied the relationships between communication network 
and the adaptability of work-oriented groups, under a condition of 
change in task. Three kinds of networks were used: Oirole, Chain 
and WheeL Fov groups were rtm in each. network. The apparatus 
and the phy-sical experimental conditions were the same as those in 
the Leavitt experiment, with the exception that the task of the 
groups was to determine what colored marble was held in common 
among all the members of the groil.p for a particular trial. ·,FOr 
the first fifteen trials, solid-colored ma.rbl.e&- were used. kfter 
fifteen trials, mottled, less easily describable ma.rbl.es were 
directly substituted for the more distinct, solid-colored ones •. 
Measures were taken during all thtrty trials on: (1) group time 
ta.k:en for problem-solving (2) errors made (3) morale (4) recognition 
of organizations. 
·9 
~sults of analyses of the first fifteen trials agreed with 
12 
those previously found by Leavitt ; the Wheel, Chain and Circle 
rankad in that order with r~spect to speed and stability of 
organization, frequency of recognition of and agreement on leadership. 
~hey rank in reverse order with respect to: time taken to solve problems, 
number of messages sent and the other variables being measured. 
Jesults of analyses of the last fifteen trials indicated that; 
(a) the differences in time taken to solve problems between Wheel 
and the other patterns decreases to a non-significant level, even 
though the Wheel is slowed down less initially, after the introduction 
of ambiguity into the task (b) Circle groups decreased errors greatly 
and consistently; Chain groups decreased errors but less markedly 
than the Circle; Wheel did not show error decrease in the course of 
trials 16 to 30. (c) Observation of the groups showed that the 
subjects experienced some shock and temporary dis~ when they were 
first faced with the new task requirement. 
Smith suggests from sueh data that differences in communication 
patterns affect the adaptability of groups to changes made in their 
work-environment. 
i2 
Harold J. Leavitt, "Some Effects of Certain Communication 
Patterns on Group Performance," Journal 2fAbnormal ~Social 
Psycbologr, XLVIII {1951), 38-50 
10 
Leavitt, in the study nsome Effects of Certain Communication 
Patterns on Group Performance", used essentiaily the same physical 
arrangement and problem as Smith, with the modification of using four 
different S-man structures (including the two used by Smith). Five 
groups were run in each of the etructures~ Circle, Chain, Y and Wheel. 
The mai~ findings concerning the patterns as units were as 
follows: The Wheel, Y, Chain and Circle rank, in that order, with 
respect to each-of the following aspects: 
a. Speed of developmelllt of organi£ation for problem-solving. 
Th.e Wheel • Y and Chain were stali>le once they were 
·established. The Circle was inconsistent in 
organi£ation, e.g. leadership and problem-solving 
pr0cadure fluctuated. · 
b. FreqUency with which the members name leaders 
c. Agreement concerning who the leaders are 
d. Rating of the group as a whole by the members 
During the course of t~ fifteen trials all patterns showed a 
reduction in time to complete a trial. There were no clear diffe~enees 
in the average speed or in the learning rates of the various 
patterns as measured by time per trial. It was found, however, 
that: (a) the Circle ~ttern used more messages than a.nr oth.er 
pattern; (b) the Circle made more errors, but also corrected a 
greater propertio:m. of them than alf3' other pattern. Ooncerni:e.g 
differences in behaviors as· related to position differences, it was 
found that: For a given pattern, the most central positions eend 
the most messages, and the least central send the fewest. The most 
central positions enjoy their jobs more than the peripheral ones. 
11 
llo :Position makes significantly more total errors than a:cy other. 
The rec<:>gnition of lead.~rs in the grou:P is related to differences in 
centrality of group members, i.e •• the most central members are 
chosen as leaders. 
The variables considered above in the Smith and Leavitt 
studies are the dependent variables found in the subsequent network 
studies. The1 fall into·four classes: 
a. Efficiencr - number of errors, correct completions, 
speed of solution, number of messages 
b. Leadership - positions named, agreement on leadership 
c. Morale - rating of the group, rating ef self 
d. Organization - consistencr, type 
These dependent variables and the two independent variables (group 
structures and individual positions within any group structures) 
form the basis of the network studies. 
Category II: Investigations Emphe.sizing the Development and Effects 
of Organization 
],.3 
Guetzkow and Simon , in their st'tldy' "The Impact of Certain 
Communication Nets upon Organization and Performance in Tas~ 
Oriented Groups II, examined the distinctions between two classes of 
behavior in the group; 
1:3 
Harold Ga.etzkow and Herbert Simon, "The Impact of Certain 
Collliiltlnication Nets Upon Organization and Performanee in Task-Oriented 
Groups". Management Science, I (1955), 2:3:3-250 
12 
a. Direct proble~solving behavior such as relaying information, 
asking questions 
b. Organizational behavior, suck as assignment of roles and 
functions to team members 
The authors set up a study to test the bn>otb.esis that the effect of 
the communication restrictions in the networks is to complicate the 
organisational behavior rather than the direct probl~eol~ behavior • 
. They used three .5-man groups: Oircle, Wh.eel and .Ul-cha:nnel. Their 
procedure differs from Leavit~fa in that the group members could send 
only coded problem information during trials, but any kind of message 
during the inter-trial periods. The groups were differentiated with 
respect to the following~ (a) number of open c ba:nnels; (b) :number of 
srmmetrie positions; (c) minimum number of relays necessary. 
With respect to time 'per trial, it was found that tke Wheel was 
highest in effieieney, the all-channel was intermediate, and the 
-:.: 
'·· -·~-. '·" . 
Circle least efficient. The same order of communication patterns 
,;;,. :' ; . • •• ~~- 0.: 
was also true of the degree of difficulty involved in forming a 
stable organization. Concerning differences in organizational 
stability, it was found that .the wheel was most stable, the circle 
next, and the all-cha~el least stable. Also, the greatest degree 
of differentiation was in the l'lheel, next in the All-channel and 
least in the Circle. 
In general, the results by Guetzkow and Simon with reference to 
the Wheel B.lld Circle communi.cation networks agree with those of 
Leavitt's (e.g •. :number of messages, time of fastest trial). 
13 
14 
Gu.etzlmw and Dill :further investigated some o:f their ideas with 
respect to the organizational e:ffects of different communication 
networks. !!!hey analyzed the mechanisms by which task-oriented groups 
developed interaction structures for task performance. The following 
are the three major theoretical considerations that were developed on 
the basis of analysis of messages: (a) Severe restrictions on communication 
opportunities beyond the minimum required for task performance, tend to 
induce organizational development through a local learning.~mechanism. 
Freedom in communication tends to induce organizational development 
through insightful planning meeha.nis~s. (b) Understanding of the 
kind of network by members is necessary but not sufficient for the 
establishment of differentiated, hierarchical structures. Also needed 
are specific proposals for arrangement of the organization, and 
promulgation o:f such proposals by members. Communication restrictions 
tend to restrict the planning and promulgation of such proposals. 
(e) The kind of communication not in use determines the extent to 
which members of the group are available :for the required different 
role behaviors. Specifically, groups operating within a highl7 
strnctured net (i.e., the Wheel) do not have the problem of role 
differentiation as much as other networks. The Ooneom (completely 
connected) on the other hand, is so arranged t:ha.t there is complete 
interchangeability of parts and greater natural opportunity for 
14 
Harold Qaetzkow and William Dill, "Factors in the 
Organizational Development of Task-i:l'iented Group.sll, Sociemetq. 
XX (1957), 175-204 
14 
members to tey out the developing roles and thu.s • theoretically at 
any rate, organized in the "best possible way". Circle groups, 
however, neither have the degree of· structure of the Wheel, nor--- the 
degree of interchangeability of the Concom. Consequently, the 
organization for maximum performance by the circle is impeded. 
Th.e above study used twenty 5-man groups. The experimental 
15 
procedures were the same as those of the original experiment 
except that communication nets were alternated" from task trial to 
inter-trial period. During the task trials, the net arrangement 
was the same that was used throughout both the task and inter-trial 
periods of the original exPeriment. During the inter-trial periods 
the communication restrictions were removed by opening all barred 
channels, making the pattern identical to one used throughout both 
taSk and intertrial periods by the All-Channel groups. 
The above arrangement allowed the empirical test of the predietion 
that task performance in a restricted net will be equal to that in 
an unrestricted net if the restrictions are removed during the inter-
trial period so that a relay system may be organized. 
Category III; Studies l!lmpbaeizing Kind, Distribution and Clarity of 
Information 
M. E. Shaw has extended the investigation of -networks to include 
the effects of such variables as: amount and distribution of information, 
problem complexity and type of leadership. Th.e following is a selection 
1.5 
Gu.etzkow and Simon, !!!,• cit. 
of studies in which Shaw et a1 have dealt with these variables: 
16 
Shaw e.xtended network investigation to 4-man groups. l!e 
15 . 
states that the results <)-f' :P,is work on. 4-.ma.n groups, in general·, 
support the differences which Leavitt found between the networks 
and sizes used by him, with r~~ct to number of messages sent, 
satisfaction and nominations as a leader. Also, in this article, 
Shaw cri tieizes the use of the Oentrali ty' index, and suggests the 
concept of Independence as an alternative which, in terms o:f the 
m~e.sure constructed for it, fitted ·the data collected bett(')r than 
the ettrves obtained using Oentrality·as·the operating concept. 
"The improvement of Independence ·over a~:nti-ality (when similarly 
fitted to the data with complex :fUnctions) is not given. If 
this is the ease, then, it is 'dtLl:ikely that the neatness of fit 
can compensate for th~ greater simplicity of the earlier 
. 17 
centrality measures". 
. . . -
Shaw i.uestigated the lcypothesis that the distribution of 
information as well as centrality: .is ~ important variable in 
. .~· . . 
the behavior.of networks. Shaw varieQ. the amounts of information 
·\ .. 16 
... . Marvin :m. Shaw, "Group Str'!lCt'IJ,re and. the :SebavioJ: of 
Individuals in Small ~roupsll , Journal of Ps:rchology, :X:XXVIII (19.54), 
139-149 . 
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presented to positions within three.networks. Three 4-maa 
communication patterns were used: circle, wheel, and slasm. 
Arithmetic preblems were used •. J!1ach team member has some 0f the 
information necessary for solving the problem. In half of the 
teams, all members bad the same a.motmt of information. In the 
other teams, the information was unequal~ distributed in a specific 
way. Ninety teams were run, fifteen in each of. the six combinations 
of experimental conditions (three communication networks and two 
types of information distribution). 
Shaw summarized the results of the study as offering some 
evidence for the following; (l) time required for an individual 
in a position to complete an activity varies inverselY with 
individual centrality. (2} Individual morale,.number of itemp 
transmitted b.r an individual in a position and the probability 
that an individual in a given position will be chosen as a leader 
vary directly with individual centrality. (:3} Th.e emergence ef 
leadership in a net varies inversely with the number of positions 
having the highest individual centrality indeX in that net, and 
directly with the maximum differenc~ in individual centralities. 
(4) Increasing or decreasing the amount of information initially 
available to an individual in a given position has an effect similar 
to respectively increasing or decreasing the individual centrality 
il!ldeX of that. position or the numbe9r of eham1.e:l8 available to tbat 
position. 
17 
In t'.his subsequent study, Shaw tried to reconcile a difference 
in the relative problem-solving speed. of the wheel and circle in his 19 . . 
own 8l!ld Leavitt's study. Leavitt foUnd that the wheel required 
less time to solve its probl~nts than the circle. Shaw found the 
reverse. Shaw believed tke difference_ in results was related to 
differences in task co~lexit7. To test this belief, the stal!ldard 
Leavitt procedures were used with two types of problems& (a) simple 
problems (finding a common symbol) (b) more co.m;plex problems 
(arithmetic). Two ~man networks were used: wheel and circle. 
Twelve groups were run in each network. Half of the groups in each 
pattern were given the simple task and the other half were given the 
co~lex task. Trend and higher order interaction analysis give 
support for Shaw's hypothesis. 
Shaw and Rothschild investigated the effects of prolonged 
20 
eXPerience upon behaviors in several netwerks. The subjects 
participated in twenty problems, two each day for ten days .. 
Arithmetic problems were used. Three nets were used: wheel, slash 
and Concom (completely connected). Time scores. number of message 
19 . 
Marvin :m. Shaw, "Seine Effects of !Toblem Complexity upon 
Problem Solution Efficiency in Different Communication Nets 11 , 
Journal of Experimental Psyehologr, XLVIII (1954), 211-217 
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Prolonged lllxperienced in Oowmmication Nets" , Journal of Applied 
Pgrchologr. XL (1956), 281-286 
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units transmitted and satisfaction ratings showed improvement 
over successive da7s. Selection of positions as leaders was 
positively related to centrality~ Day-to-d~ ratings of satisfaction 
were highest for the Coneom and lowest for the wheel. 
21 
The st'Wlies by Christie. Luce and Macey have been subjected 
to mach more thorough ~thematical analysis than the other network 
studies. The study cited in this section bears a close relationship 
. to the Reise and Miller investigation (:Problem-selving by Small 
22 
!h-oupa using various Communication Nets). In this ease, however, 
the nose arises from the ambiguity of the stimuli handles ratlaer 
than being acoustic noise of the ·communication channels. The 
two main independent variables were: (a) group structure and 
(b) ambiguity of stimuli. The networks used were the 5-man circle, 
chain, wheel alld pinwheeL .An additional feedback variable was 
introduced by allowing some of the wheel groups to receive additiomal 
information concerning errors at the end of each trial. The task 
was for all the members of each group ta determine the color. o~ the 
one marbles 1l.Sed to those that were much less easily describable 
(used mottled marbles). Fifteen more trials were run with the latter 
ambiguous stimuli. The following were found: 
21 . 
Lee Christie, :a. Duncan !alce, and Josiah Ma.ey Jr., 
"Coding Noise in a Task-oriented Group", Journal of Abnorlilal and 
Social Psychologr, XLVIII (1953), 401-409 
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George A. Heise and George A. Miller, "Problem-solving 
by Small ~oups Using Various Communication Nets," Journal of 
Abnormal and Social Psyeholog, XLVI (1951), 327-335· 
a. The circle pattern which had error feedback, no 
highly central position and all S7Jilllletric channels 
learned fast and had good error reduction with 
respect to error performance. 
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b. Th.e wheel, with n<'> error feedback and with a highly 
central position and all symmetric chaxmels showed 
no learning and no error reduction with respect to 
error performance• 
c. The chain with slight error feedback and with a 
highly central :position and·all S7lllllletrie channels 
showed no learning atid error reduction with respect 
to error :performance. 
d. The pinwheel with error feedback and no highly 
central position and no eymmetrie channels showed 
some initial learning and poor error reduction with 
respeet to error performance. 
e. The Wheel with error feedback and with a highly 
central position and with all symmetric channels 
showed slow learning and fair error reduction with 
respect to error :performance. 
One of the major conclusions drawn from the above study 
(and consistent with those of Reise .and.: Miller, and Shaw) .was 
t~t the nature of the group task is cru.Cial in e:xamination of 
-the effects of different kinds of connnunication n~ts. Thus, fer" 
more eo~lex tasks (as Reise and Miller, and Christie, Luce and 
Macey indicate) the order of efficiency going from wheel to Y to 
chain to circle may even be reversed. 
2:3 
Reise and Miller introduced several new aspects into their 
study of problem-solving. groups in different comm.Ullication networks: 
(1) Communication took place over an intercom system. The subjects 
23 
ng. 
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could hear or speak to, sinml te.neousl;r, as many o:f the other 
participants as the net allowed (2) the communication network 
was highly restricted. The stt.bjects could only relay the words on 
lists. (:;) the networks used inclUded one-w.;r as well. as two-way 
channels. Five 3-person networks were used. Three experiments 
were conducted: (I) In this experiment the subjects had to reconstruct 
a master list of words on the basis of different incomplete lists 
given each of them. The results were as follows: (a) as noise 
increased, the number of words spoken, errors and the time required 
to complete the task increased for all networks (b) the differences 
between netlrorks became greater with increased noise. 
(II) In this experiment, the subjects bad to reconstruct a 
twenty-five word sentence based on different parts given t~ each of 
them. The results were essentially the same as in J!!:x:periment (I) 
with the exception that the open cbai:a -was more effiei~t tlaa:a the 
circle. · Heise and Miller suggest that "The second type af problem 
was less rigidly structur~ and placed a higher premium o:a the 
coordination of the group activity." The open chain apparently 
allowed for better co-ordination. 
(III) In this ex.periment the. subjects were given anagram 
problems in which they had to form as ma~ words as possible out of 
the.l'l!!tters of a given word. In this experiment the subjects would 
work independently. In contrast to the previous axperime:ats, the results 
were as follows: (a) Intense noise decreased the number of words spoken 
(b) there was no systematic difference between the efficiency of the 
various nets. 
Aside from the introduction of tke one-way channel, these 
experiments indicate that it may be the case that tkere is no 
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network that is best in a.ll situations. Reise alUl Miller themselves 
suggest that the relative efficiency of a communication net depends 
upon the kind of problelll the group is trying to solve·. In particular, 
they s~est that the net differences are most apparent when the 
problem used requires successful communication for its completion. 
IV~ Cba.nge 
Since this study deals directl7 with change in ongoing 
communication systems, it seems relevant to consider even briefly, 
the wq it is being used in this study~ Change is being used in 
this research in the following way; (a). the source of change conditions 
is the eXPerimenter (b) the object of the change conditions is the 
communication network of a gtbup of proble~solving subjects (e) the 
duration of t~ change is brief, lasting as long as the experimental 
conditione are operating {d) the level of the change is restricted to 
the problem-solving activities of the subjects (e) the breadtb;r of ',the 
change ·is liiili ted to changes in performance with respect to a. specific 
kind of 1aakwithin specific kinds of commnnica.tion networks (f) the 
onset is of the kind where change is introduced sharply, wi thott.t axcy' 
gradual build-~ or preparation for H {g) the process of introduction 
of the change is one of inposition, where the subjects are not aware of 
the change beforehand and have no choice in the rejection or acceptance 
of the c~nged conditions (h) the intent and direction of the change is 
one of learning under what conditions greater or less productivity will 
22 
develep (i) the change refers to imposed discontinuities in network 
programs rather than to modifications of operating levels of 
24 
existing communication programs or networks. 
Chang~ has been virtuall7 neglected in communication experimentationt 
and has received an ina.ppropriatel7 small amount of attention in natural 
organizat~onal settings. There are some good reasons why this is so, 
·espeeiall7 in the case of natural organizati<:!Jla· Te introduce change 
in natural organizational settings requires considerable flexibilit7 
and :faith on the part o:f' management. Research on changes can easil7 
be viewed b7 management as a threat to the ongoing efficienc7 of th.e 
organization. The kinds of r$wards possible and probable, resulting 
from such research on Changes are difficult to forsee or guarantee. 
Immediate positive applications of the results of such change 
investigations are likel1 to occur onl7 infrequently. 
From another viewpoint as well, experimental change studies in 
natural organizations are difficult to plan and execute. The 
variables that ma1 be seen as important ma7 neither be al>le to 
be clearl7 and operationall7 defined or controlled npr located or 
induced in such natural organizations in pure form as might be 
possible in a laboratory situation. Th.e reasons for the paucity O..~ 
l~· ... 
laborator7 experimental researen on changes ~n communication do not 
appear to be as imposing or justifying. Th.e most obvious impediment 
is the absence of theory adequate to generate testable propositions 
about change. As in most other areas of social psychological 
24 
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experimentation, the development of' knowledge about coJilJilUDication 
networks in problem-solving groups may be characterized by little 
theoretical integratiou among studies an4 little consistency betw-een 
in~estigators among the kinds of situations employed and variables 
u.sed. 
The :f'ollo11Ting three studies, two in commu.nication experimentation. 
and one in a llS.tUral organizational setting, 'have dealt with change: 
25 . 
(1) Smith was concerned with effects of the introduction of 
ambigu.i ty into the experimental task. · Three 5-man networks were 
used: circle, chain and wheel. The groups were required to solve 
fifteen problems, each one concerned with the agreement of group 
members on the one common colored marble appearing in each of their 
boxes.. After fifteen trials, ambiguity was introduced by substituting 
mottled marbles for the previous solid colored ones. The groups :bhen 
had to solve fifteen problems using .the. modified task. Smith 
indicates the :following; (a) in the first fifteen trials, the 
26 
results were consistent with those of Leavitt : the wheel, chain 
and circle rank in this order with respect to time taken to solve 
problems, errors made, etc. {b) in the second. fifteen trials, the 
difference in time taken to solve problems between the wheel and the 
other nets ceases to be significant, even though the wheels are 
slowed up less at the sixteenth trial than the'other nets. 
2.5 
Smith, 2J2.·Cit. 
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(c) Circle groups decreased their errors consistently (unitl, during 
the last five trials they were no greater than those made during the 
trials using solid-colored marbles); the chains showed a similar but 
small decrease in errors; the wheels making a great many errors in 
the mottled-marble trials. Specific analyses b,y Smith indicated 
evidence for the following conclusion: Differences in communication 
patterns may have marked effe dis on the adaptability of groups to 
environmental changes. 
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(2) Fle.ment has investigated certain effects of changes in 
communication networks on the performance of groups. All problem-
solving groups (of five men each) ~ere first subject to the following 
condition: subjects freely chose the centra:t:·,person and solved a 
series of problems in a very centralizAd network (where all members 
had to communicate directly with the central person). The groups 
having gone through such an identical experience, were assigned to 
four different experimental conditions: (a) the net remains 
centralized and the central person (freely chosed in the first 
condition) cont"inues to be the central person (b) t.he net remaine 
centralized, but the central person is replaced by a formerly 
peripheral person and becomes peripheral (e) the subjects are no 
longer restricted to snch a centralized ~rang~ent, e.g. no longer 
2? 
Claude Flament, Uinfluence des Changements de Reseaux de 
Communications sur les Performances des Grou~esll, Communication a 
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have to communicate to the central person, bnt the ceatral person 
still retains a central position (d) the subjects are no longer 
~. 
restricted to such a centralized network, Slld where the centralized 
person has become peripheral and aperipheral person has become central. 
Flament found; (1) Time taken to solve problems, aumber of 
messages and errors made, amount of distur.)ance and difficult~ in 
working and cooperating, and morale were greater when networks 
were less centralized. (2) A stable, centralized person emerged and 
was recognized less frequentl~ when the network was less centralized. 
Flament also offers other, bnt less important generalizations 
about his results: novelt~ of positions leads to confusion between 
older and newer problem-solving :Possibilities. Such confusion 
manifests itself in the smaller degree to which the central perso~ 
emerged and was recognized, more difficult adjustment to a task 
which requires a division of labor, lo~rer effieiene~ in terms of 
time, errors and messages. 
In su.mma.ry, Flament seems to have suggested the following; 
When changes are made in the positions of subjects from one 
condition to another, and when the network is changed from a more 
to a less centralized one, at the same time, disorganization is 
increased and problem-solving efficiency lowered. 
28 
(3) Morse and Reimer have investigated change in a :natural 
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organisational setting. This was a ~ield experiment conducted in an 
industrial setting in order to test blPotheses concerning the 
relationship between the means by which organizational decisions are 
made and : (a) individual satis~action. and (b) productivity. !he 
following description is drawn ~rom their report of the study: 
Using four parallel divisions o~ the clerical operations o~ an 
organization, two programs o~ changes were introduced. One program, 
the Autonomy program involving two of the divisions, was designed 
to increase the role of the rank-and-file emploYees in the decision-
making processes of the organization. The other two divisions 
received a program designed to increase the role of upper manag~nt 
in the decision-making processes· (the Hierarchically-controlled 
program). The phases of the experiment included: (a) before 
measurement, (b) training programs for s~ervisory personnel 
lasting approximately sb: months, (e) an op.erations perbd of a 
year for the two experimental programs, and (d) after measurement. 
In addition. certain measurements were taken during the training and 
operational phases of the_ experiment. :Briefly, it was found that: 
1.. Tla.e experimental programs produced changes in de~isio~~ 
making allocations in the direction required for the testing of ~· 
hypotheses. 
2. The individual satisfactions of the members of the work 
groups increased significantly ~n. the .·Autonomous program and 
decreased significantly in the· Hiera.rchically•controlled program • 
.3. Using one measure of productivitY", both decisbn.-making 
systems increased productivity, with the Rierarchicall7-controlled 
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program resulting in a greater increase. 
The three studies of cha~e have been suggestive o£ the 
following; the ef'fects of modificatiOn$ of the environment and 
structure of organizations 7 cannot be sol~ly or even significantly 
predicted from knowledge of the properties of the changes alone. 
Rather, the elements needed for 8UBcessful prediction of c~ge 
effects are~ (a) Knowledge of the particular environment and 
organizational structure, as well as (b) knowledge of the properties 
2~ 
of the change. The effects o£ changes introduced into ongoing work-
·sy-stems are seen as developing out of what is being changed from and 
what is being changed to in such work-sy-stems. 
V. The Concept of Centrality ~ lli. Major Role !A the Stuaz 
Coordinated and cooperative action on the part of any-.group 
facing a common problem to solve r~quires the use of some kind of 
communication. The activities of such problem-solving groups 
have been shoW'n to be directly related to the kinds of colllDnlnication 
30 
patterns used. The differences between communication patterns 
themselves have been studied. !l!laese may vary amo:ng a variety of 
dimensions: number of conneetions, how much information is transmitted 
and who may communicate to whom. 
29 
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When communication patterns of proble~solving groups are 
varied, what is primarily being affected is 'who may communicate to 
whom 1 • When comparisons are made within a grou;p or between groups 
with different 'who may communicate to whom' characteristics, the 
notion of 1distance' between members can be seen to be directly 
involved. For axample, in a 5-man group where each of four of the 
five members has first to communicate to the fifth in order to 
communicate to a:ny of the other members, it can be seen that the 
position of the fifth person is closer to the other four than is 
any other position. Closeness or distance is defined in terms of 
the number of steps needed for members of a group to communicate 
to other members. 
Different communication patterns involve distinct differences 
in distances between members~ The concept of Centrality directly 
describes the distance relationships between members in different 
communication patterns. Such distance relationships have been 
accurately computed and have served as the basis for comparisons 
between problem-solving groups, which have different communication 
patterns. It is believed that Centrality is the major determinant 
of behavior differences between groups because it reflects t~ extent 
to which member positions are strategically located relative to 
other positions. Distance betw~en positions in a group is of 
strategic importance because it determines the accessibility to 
information for the positions. Therefore, it strongly influences the 
problem-solving behavior of th.e grou.p. For example, a group member 
who is more central (less distance between him and other members) 
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will be in a better position, time-wise and step-wise, to receive 
and give information. ConseqUently, he will probably perceive 
himself and be perceived by others differently than someone who 
is less central (more distant from others) and consequently has 
less access to the receiving and giving of information. Differ~nces 
in Centrality, then, can be seen to lead to role differentiations, 
including; differences in independence of action, responsibility 
and task interest. Sueh role differentiations should lead to 
differences in proble~solving behaviors of group members in te~ms 
of speed, accuracy and satisfaction, ete. Centrality, therefore, 
provides the maJor concept for exploring the effects on. the 
problem-solving behaviors of groups when communication patterns are 
independently manipulated. 
V-o b. Variables !.Q. ]a )!lmplozed 
IndePenaent Variables 
(1) Group Communication Structures (2) Individual Communication 
Positions Withi:n., Structures 
:31 
Two 5-person eo~ttcatbn· patterns will be used: (a) circle · 
(b) wheel. These patterns are distinguished on the basis of 
Centrality measures: quantitative desc:dptions of the distance 
relationships between members in different communications patterns, 
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Figure 1.30 
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where distance is defined in terms of the minimum number of steps 
needed for members of a group to communicate to other members. On the 
basis of computed individual Centrality indices of members in the 
different communication patterns. group centrality measures were 
computed. The following is a diagram o:f the individual and group 
centrality measures, for the two kinds o:f communication patterns to 
be used: 
Circle Pattern 
s0s~Js 
1\ s Bs'? 
Group 25 
4.6 
Wheel Patter~; 
~ 
4.6 
a.u?' 
·4.6~ ~4.6 
(h<oup 26.4 
In the above illustration, the figures in the small circles 
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represent the relative centrality measures of the members. The 
numbers at the bottom of each diagrammed patt.ern represent th.e sume 
of the individual centrality measures from the respective patterns 
and are used as the centrality indices of the various conditions. 
It can be seen from the above illustration that the more central 
position occurs in the wheel pattern. Consequently, the wheel is 
32 
The index of Relative Oentrali~y is the ratio of the sum 
of the distances of all positions to all others over the sum of the 
distances of a given position to all others. The relative centrality 
index of any position may be written as x where d:lcy' 
is the distance from z to any other point. 
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considered to have a greater amount of centrality, in terms of 
individual member positio~s. Members of the respective patterns 
can eommunicate only through thP. use of channels designated by the 
arrows in the above illustration. 
Dependent Variables 
The following are the dependent variables to be measured: 
time taken to solve problems and number of correct trials. ~oth of 
those measures are taken directly from the data through the use of 
electrical recording apparatus. 
VI. Three Possible Systems ill_ Predicting ;mffects of Changes in 
Patterns 
There are three logically possible ways of predicting the 
behaviors of groups whieh have had different communication patterns 
in the course of their functioningt (a) that the past conditions 
have little effect on the present conditions, which are most 
important; (b) that the past conditions have significant effects 
on the present conditions; (c) changes i~ aDd of themselves are the 
important factor and not the past nor the present conditions. 
To elaborate on the above three ways of predicting change effects: 
(a) That the most important determinant operating on the 
groups is the present communication pattern. The previous 
communication patterns contribute only in a mi~or way to the present 
functioning of the grouplh Thus, it would be predicted that the 
changes in the communication patterns would be important not because 
of the influences of the previous patterns, nor because of the present 
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to which the colnlll1:1.Ilieation structure is changed. 
(b) The most important determinants of behavior when changes 
occur in the communication patterns are the previous patterns of 
communication which influence the behaviors of the groups operating 
under the new communication patterns. In this ease, what is critically 
effective is not primarily the changes in and of themselves, nor solely 
the natur~ of the present communication patterns, but rathe the 
interactions of the past communication patterns with the present 
patterns of the groups. This approach suggests that the order of 
change is the most important consideration, where the order of the 
changes contribute much to the present behavior of the groupso 
(c) The most important determinants operating on the groups 
when there ar~ imposed shifts in the communication patterns are 
those that develop as th~ result o:f the changes., in and of themselves. 
In this ease, the amounts of changes .that occur in the produetivit7 
of the group. f0r example when lllOVing from on~ kind of collllJlUllieation 
· pattern to another would be the same regardless of the order of the 
changes and the pl'esent communication pattern. ..Ul such changes 
would have significantly positive effects when introduced after 
group behaviors have become routinized and repetitive. 
VII. Predictions :Based .2.!! the Three Approaches 
In the following section, spec±fic predictions based on the 
three approaches will be made. They will be based on the concept 
of Centra.l,ity previously described in detail in Section V. 
Approach One: The primary importance of the present communication 
pattern: 
1. The behaviors of the groups (re the dependent variables 
being measured) should not be significantly different from each 
other, when the present communication pattern of the groups are .the 
same, regardless of the differences in the past communication 
patterns of the respective groups under comparison. It follows 
then: (La) AlL.circle groups should perform the same, i.e., 
regardless of the circle or wheel conditions that might have 
charac~erized the communication patterns of the Circle groups 
initially; (l.b) All wheel groups should Perform the same ( re the 
dependent variable being measured), i.e., regardless of the circle 
or wheel communication patterns that might have characterized the 
communication conditions of the. wheel groups initially. 
Su.mma.ry for Approach One: This approach is based on the 
assumption that centrality differences between networks will 
lead to specific kinds of behavioral differences, consistently 
regardless of differential antecedent conditions. :Based on such an 
assumption, groups in wheel conditions should perform similarly, 
regardless of diff~rences in antecedent conditions. Groups in circle 
groups should perform the same regardle~s of differences in antecedent 
conditions. 
2. All groups characterized by the same type of present 
communication pattern should be different from all the other groups 
characterized by different present communication patterns, in the 
same ways, regardless of the differences in antecedent communication 
patterns. It follows then: All circle groups will be different 
from all wheel groups, regardless of the fact that the circle groups 
might have had different antecedent communication conditions, a»d 
regardless of the fact that the wheel groups under comparison were 
anteceded by different eondit:.tcms. 
Approach Two: !rhe primacy importance of anteeeaent communicatio:a 
patterns in interaction with the prasent communication patterns. 
1. ~he behaviors of a:'·group characterized by a particular 
type of communication pattern will be influenced by the nature o:f 
the communication patten(s) that anteceded it,.in the:direction o:f 
the behaviors characterist~c o:f those antecedent patterns. Thus, 
when a given present pattern has been anteceded by a pattern with 
a higher centrality index than itself, it will lead to behaviors 
characteristic of a higher centrality index than itself~ i.e., 
shorter time t~n to solve problems; more correct trials. Also, 
when a pattern bas been anteceded by a pattern with a eentrality 
index lower than itself, it will lead to behaviors characteristic 
of a lower centrality index than itself, i.e., longer times t~ 
to solve problems; more incorrect trials. It follows from the above 
approach that: (l •. a) When a wheel arrangement bas been changed from 
a circle arrangement, the behaviors of thA wheel group will be more 
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similar to those of the circle pattern (take longer to solve problems. 
have more incerrect trials) than will the behaviors of a wheel pattern 
which has been anteeeded by a wheel pattern. (1. b) A circle pattern 
that has been changed from a wheel pattern will exhibit behaviors that 
are characteristic of patterns with a higher centrality index than 
will a circle pattern that was anteceded by a circle pattern, e.g~, 
will have fewer incorrect trials and take shorter time to solve problems .. 
Sum.mtu7 Statement of Predictians for Approach Two: :Based on the 
:fact that a Wheel patter.n has a· higher centrality index than a circle, 
the following is predicted& Whenever a present type of communication 
patterns has been anteceded by a pattern with a higher centrality 
index, the present pattern will ~ead to fewer incorrect trials, and 
less time taken to solve problems than if it bad been anteceded by 
communication patterns of either the same or lower centrality 
indices. The higher the centrality index of the antecedeat pattern, 
the more will the present pattern exhibit behaviors that are 
characteristic of higher -c-entrality indices. The lower the 
centrality indices of the antecedent patterns the less will the 
present pattern exhibit behaviors that are characteristic of 
higher centrality indices. If the antecedent pattern has a 
centrality index lower than that of the present pattern, than the 
behaviors exhibited by the present pattern will be characteristic of 
centrality indices lower than its own (more incorrect trials and 
longer time taken to solve problems). 
Approach Three: The primary importance of the Change itself; 
where neither the antecedent nor the present communication patterns 
contribute significantly to the changes in the behaviors t~t 
follGw impos~d changes in commun!cation arrangements. It is the 
change Of routinized behavior itself that is important. Consequently, 
after the behaviors of the circle or wheel have become repetitive, 
stabilized and routinized, it would be expected that changes in any 
of the arrangements to any of th~ arrangements will lead to more 
positive behaviors on the part of the members of the groups. The 
increase in positive behaviors, (i.e., ~s better performance on 
the dependent Tariables) will be the same for all communication-
pattern changes. It follows then: the positive effects for tbe 
following changes. will not be significantly different from each 
ot»er: circle to w~eel, wheel to circle. 
It also follows, if it is the Change itself that is of 
importance, i.e., that change has more positive effect than 
increased practice, then we can predict: (a) When a circle pattern 
is changed to a wheel arrangement, group behaviors will be more 
positively affected than when a wheel remains a wheel (increased 
practice); (b) When a wheel arrangement is changed to a circle 
pattern, group behaviors will be more positively affected thaa 
when a circle remains a circle. 
SUmmary Statement of Approach 3: Approach Three suggests that 
change in and of its""lf will have po.sitive effects on the behavior 
groups in communlcation networks regardless of the direction of the 
change. 
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VIII. Summary~ Studt Aims 
The goal of this study ~s to examine the. kinds of changes in 
behaviors that take plaee when the communication patterns of small 
problem-solving groups are altered. It is hoped that b7 establishing 
variations in conditions antecedent to the changes, that some 
important knowledge will. be gained about the role that the history 
of organizations and groups plays in that~ operations and 
effectiveness. JUrther, a maJor aim in this project is to test 
the adequacy of three different approaches for integrating and 
predicting challge phenomena, when such phenomena arise out of 
alterations in communication patterns • 
. , .... 
,·.J_, 
IX. Significance of Researeb. . 
As was stated in the seetion on Aims, this thesis is to be an 
attempt to simUlate some important conditions of nat~al large 
scale organizations~ Changes in communication and decision-making 
apparatus are imposed on the members of the organization. Changes 
are often involved in the job activities o·f the members of the 
organization which result from changes in the communication s7stem 
of the organization. Changes in communication system involve 
changes in li.nee of authority and loei of decision-making, and 
consequently, changes in productivity and morale. It se&ms 
important, therefore, to be able to provide an account of the effects 
of such changes on the performances of problem-solving groups. 
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Since all organizations are continuously undergoing change, 
gradual or sharp, it would seem important to be able to understand. 
predict and consciously control for the effects of such Changes. 
To accomplish the latter, requires some system of prediction and 
ordering of cha.nge effect.s. In this thesis, three logically 
possible systems are explored, each having different kinds of 
predictions and explanation systems for predicted ~ge effects. 
Where evidence will be provided for the degree of adequacy of suck 
systems for explaining, controlli~ and predicting change effects, 
there will be provided the beginning of a. theoretical integration of 
some important organizational variables such as problem-solving 
ability through the examination of antecedent problem-solving 
conditions in th~ organization. 
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Proced.ure 
Two hundred subjects, paid volunteers. drawa from undergraduate 
classes at Boston University, were randomly assigned to forty groups 
of five men each. Fbur experimental treatments were used involving 
all the combiDation.s of '~"Wheel with Circle communication arrangement .. 
{A Wheel condition is one in which one member of the group, the 
central person, can send and receive from ever,rone else, but ~o one 
else can receive from or send to anyone other than the central 
person. A Circle condition is one in which each member can send to 
and receive from the member to his immediate left and the member to 
his i:rmnediate right). 
~e four treatments used were: (see page 4o for diagram of the 
experimental arrangement of communication change conditions) 
(1) Circle-Circle ( a no-change condition where the groups tried to 
solve a total of sixty problems in the Circle) {2) Cirele-lllieel 
( where the groups tried to solve thirty problems in the Circle, 
and then had to try to solve thirty problems in the Wheel) 
(:3) Wheel-Circle (where the groups tried to solve thirty problems 
in the Wheel and then had to try to solve thirty problems in tJae 
Circle) (4) Wheel-llheel ( a no-change condition where the groups 
had to try to solve sixty problems in the Wheel network). The 
order of the running of experimental conditions was randomly determined. 
Ten groups were ~ in each of the four experimental treatments. 
The subjects in each of the groups were randomly assigned to posi tiona 
Figure 2.2 
DIAGBAM .Ql EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
c 
First Thirty Trials 
w 
Second Thirty Trials 
c 
10 10 
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10 Groups., 5 Subjects Ea.ch 1 In Each of Four Conditions: 
oc, ow, we, ww 
.c = Circle W : Wheel 
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in the communication'network~ The subjec~s were paid four dollars 
for their participation and were used only once.. Each group spent 
from three to four hours in the experime:ntal room. The subjects 
were allowed to smoke during the experiment and were made general~ 
comfortable. No subjects were used who were color-blind or who 
had an:r admitted previous knowledge of the eXPeriment • 
. ' . . ' . ~ 
~efore the groups began to try to solve problems the following 
., ·. .~ ..... 
vas told to them: "Gentlemen, this experiment is concerned with the 
.... ,. 
r. ' ~ - ·.· •· ; -.._- .;,. ._ :· 
ability of groups to work toget~er in solving problems •. This is 
.. . 
important research. The Office of Naval Research has given us 
close to $3S,OOO. to conduct this research over a two Year period. 
In order for the results of this research to~ meaningful, your 
full cooperation and sincere effort are required. Please follow 
the directions and do the best you ean. If you do not, all this 
research, money, effort, and time will be wasted. Any questicna.s 
you have regarding this study will be answered at the end of the 
experiment .. ll 
After the above, a complete list of instructions was read 
out loud. by th.e experimenter. :&laeh. subject was instructed to silently 
read a copy of the instructions which he had in his booth, while the 
experimenter was reading them out loud.. The following are the 
instructions that were used: 
We •ve askeQ. for your help today in an experiment on the ability 
of groups to solve problems. This question is a basic one for an:r 
groups organized for solving problems; far example, a· re~earch team, 
a management committee, a gun crew, and so an .. 
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Now, before we get started. there is one general rule that 
needs to be followed, if the results of this experiment are to be 
worthwhile. Once we get under way, please do not talk to s.ny 
members of your group. Any conversation will make the results 
of this experiment worthless. 
~afore starting the experiment, we want to get you used to 
the kind of problem you will be solving. So, we are going to 
have each of you do, alone at first, what you will be doing later, 
as a group. 
Each one of you has five 411 x .5" cards. On each card will 
be five out of the following six possible symbols: 
There is one symbol and only one symbol which appears on all 
five cards. Your job is to find out what the common symbol is. 
When you find the correct common symbol, Gently pull down One 
of the switches on your right, which has over it that symbol 
which you have decided is the common one. 
Do you have any quastionst 
O.K. When I say llgoll, turn over the cards, find the common symbol, 
and when you have it, Gently pull down the One correct switch. 
********************************************* 
Now we have come to the main problem. The task is the same. 
This time, however, instead of having five cards apiece, each of 
you will have only one card. Your job is to find out, wit• the 
help of others on your team, what the common symbol is. 
• 
Yeu still 111a7 nQt talk to one another. Each of you can. be 
identified by a different color. You are allowed to communicate, 
by writing only, on the narrow, message cards on your right (which 
are your own distinct color) and by passing them to other members, 
through the appropriate channels (open slots) in the apparatus~ 
~t, as you can see, certain channels (slots) may be blocked up. 
This means that you might not be allowed to send messages to 
every one, but only to those to whom you have open channels. 
Look in your booth, now, and see what cba.nnels are open. For 
every open channel (slot) through which you may pass messages to 
someone, there is an open channel through he may pass messages 
to you. This means that you may receive messages from anyone 
to whom you are allowed to send messages. The larger pieces of 
colored paper above and beside the channels (slots) indicate 
channels through which you may send messages. The smaller 
pieces of colored paper above and below the channels (slots) 
indicate the channels through which you may receive messageso 
~ may send messages only through the channels marked. llsending. It 
~~receive messages onl:y through~ channels marked. 
11receiving11 • The color- of the paper beside and above the 
sending channels is the color identifying the person to whom you 
are sending a message. The color of the paper above and below the 
receiving channels is the color identifying the person from whom 
you are receiving a message. 
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You will find 411 x .5" cards with symbols on them, hanging 
on the left wall of your booth. On your right (below the switek 
box) there is a stack of your own colored cards, to be used by 
you for sending messages to other members of your group. You have 
enough cards to send as ma~ messages as you want, to the men !o 
whom _you have open channels~ l!lach of you, of course, will have a 
different symbol card, since there is only ON!) common qmbol. 
Your job as a team is to find the common symbol. I£u! ~ ~pass 
.!_ message along 2!t the ~ card which you receive ~ . someon8. 
You may eopy any message you get and pass the coBf along. The 
messages you send must be on your own colored cards.. You may 
write any kind of a message you want. You have scrap· paper whielt 
you may use for any purpose you want .. 
Your job is not done until everyone in your group has the 
ansnter. !l!aen and onl;r then, is the problem solved. Wllen ;you 
have the answer, you may pass it alollg (on your own colol'e.d 
card) • When an;rone believes he bas the answer • he should Gently 
pul.l down the appropriate &witch, and then go Oll working. There 
is a switch for each of the six possible symbols that might appear 
on your symbol cards.. When I see a light· on my panel from eaeh 
ot the members of your group, I'll know the problem is solved • 
. I will then say "stop II .. 
You are allowed to change your mind about an a.nswer as often 
as you vant. ~t YOU MAY RA.V:r!l ONLY ONE SWITCH DOWN AT A TIME. 
· So, if you chauge~'your mind about an answer, make sure that the 
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answer has been on for at least ten seconds, then, switch ott the 
answer and switch. on the new one. 
Your team will be competing with other five-man teams to 
see ~ ~ it takes to get the right answers. The important 
thing is to gP-t the answers in as short a time as possible. 
T.he shorter the time, the better will be your team's score. 
You will have a number of problems to solve. Each. problem is 
called a trial. Each symbol card will represent one trial aDd 
will have the Trial NUmber on it. 
Start when I give the signal, and stop when I give the stop 
signal. Start each trial by taking one symbol card off the 
banging rock on the left wall of your booth, and trying by means 
ot written messages, to fiiad out what the common symbol is for 
that particular trial. 
You and each trial ~Y doing the following (after I haTe 
said "stop11 ) : (a) place the symbol card used for the trial in 
the envelope attached to the left wall of your booth (b) fill out 
tbe q~estionnaire, answering ever7 qUestion completel7 (e) wrap 
the qUestionnaire, around the message cards you have received 
(d) pat a rubber band around the questionnaire you have just filled 
out and the message cards you have received for that trial (e) drop 
the wrapped-up questionnaire and message cards in the container 
under your booth (f) When I tell you, turn switches back to off 
position, and be ready for another trial. 
Baise your hand when you have done all of the above things. 
After the Instructions had been read and the subjects bad 
received answers (which were repetitions of the instructions) 
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to questions that were raised, a practice problem was USP.d. This 
I 
practice problem was intended to allow the subjects to familiarize 
themselve.s with the task being used. l!laeh su.bject was given five 
symbol cards, with different combinations of the six possible 
symbols that were used in the real trials. For each of the 
subjects there was only one symbol common to all the five cards that 
he had. When the subject recogmized the common symbol, he pulled 
down the appropriate switch on the switch panel attached to the 
right wall of his booth. When all five subjects had correctly 
registered answers, the practice problem was ended, the instructions 
were completed and the real problems begun. 
l!lvery group was reminded once, for each of the fir6t five 
trials o:aly, of the following: 18 The important goal of your 
participation today is to solve the problems pres~1ted to you, 
correctly, as quickly as possible. Your job is :aot done until 
everyone in your group bas answered. If you feel you have the 
a:aswer pull the appropriate switea and continue working until 
everyone i:a your group has answered, at which time I will say 
stop and the trial will be ended." 
Change was introduced after thtrty trials, since previous 
research revealed that after thirty trials, within both Wheel and 
Circle conditions there were no sig:aificant differences in time 
taken to solve problems. (See appendix for results of previous 
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research, on the basis of which the thirtieth trial was selected 
as the point for the introduction of change.) 
The physical change of communication channels was accomplished 
in the following manner. The apparatus itself allows for ever,y 
person to send and receive messages from ever,r one else., The 
original restrictions in communication channels were est~blished 
b.f placing a piece of cardboard over all the sending and receiving 
channels in each booth su.ch that only certain channels were 
available, (cut out), for use, e.g., those that the experimenter 
wanted the subject to use. The channels available were clearly 
marked regarding to whom and from whom the sub~ects could send 
and receive messages. The changes in communication channels were 
accomplished by removing the first card and replacing it wita a 
second card with different communication channels available. 
After thirty trials, each group whose network was changed was 
read the following announcement before beginning to try to solve 
problems in their new arrangement: "Until now, you have been 
using certain communication channels open to you for sending and 
receiving messages. Look in your booths now and see what channels 
are open. . Some of the channels available h you for sending and 
receiving messages may be different from tkose used by you until now. 
When you have familiarized yourself with the open channels in your 
booths, raise your hands, aDd we will go on to solve more problems .. " 
Jbr a larger ~tudy (of which this thesis is a part) questionnAires 
were administered after each trial. The data collected in these 
questionnaires are not included in the ans.lyses used in this thesis. 
( See p. • appendix for copies of questionnaires.) 
~ Experimental Task 
(a) !bat it is: Since the major goal of the study is to 
examine the effects of antecedent conditions of different 
communication patterns on the behaviors of active, proble~ 
solving groups, then the nature of the task is of considerable 
importance. 
To each subject will be given a card, labeled by eolor and 
trial numbAr, on which will appear a set of fiTe (out of six 
possible) symbols. Each subject's card will be different from 
all .the others in that the symbol lacking, the sixth one, will 
be a. different_.symbol in each case. Thus, in any set of five cards 
there will be only one symbol in commono The problem will be 
for each member to find the common symbol. To accomplish this, 
each member will be allowed to communicate by means of written 
messages only, with those other members of the group to whom h.e 
will llave an open channel. A subject who discovers the answer 
will be allowed to pass the answer alongo 
(b) Why it is used: The reasons for selection of the 
. above-described task are two-fold: (l) There is sufficient evidence 
available to demonstrate the influence of the type of task used 
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on the behaviors of groups with such tasks to solve. (Smith , 
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Sidney Smith, "Communication Pattern and the Adaptability 
of Tas~Oriented Groups" (Un:pu'blished, M. I.T., 1950) 
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Guetzkow and Dill , and Shaw ) • The importance of knowing some 
of the differential effects of various tasks cannot be overestimated 
when the behaviors of problem-solving grsups are eXS.mined. One 
major difficulty in the area of " Suiall Group Communication" 
experimentation is that there is not enough knowledge about the 
charaeteristics and properties of different, types of problems that 
require soluti9n. Thus it becomes almost impossible to relate 
clearly the kind of problem to the kind of communication pattern 
used to the lrll'ld.s of behaviors that develop. What is known instead, 
is that for a given type of task, for a given kind of communication 
pattern certain kinds of group and individual behaviors will emerge. 
In short, what is being suggested is that_since we are not able to 
classify p~operties of tasks and their ordered effects when specific 
communication patterns are involved, we must resort to the use of 
a task which has been shown to be related to specific kinds of behaviors, 
given specific kinds of communication patterns. This necessarily is 
done without our knowing what the properties of the task might be 
that actually do contri&ute to differences. in behaviors of probl~ 
solving groups using different communication patterns. 
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H. Go.etzkow and W. :a. Dill, "Factors in the Organizat ionat·· 
Development of Task-Oriented Groups" (Carnegie Institute of Teehnolog7, 
Penn:)"· 
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M.E.Shaw, "Some Effects of Unequal Distribution of 
Information Upon Group Performance in Various Comm:a.nication Nets", 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XLIX (1954), 5:37-553. 
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Secondly, since the predictions about the behaviors of 
problem-solving groups using different communication patterns are 
based either on direct extensions of the Centrality concept, then 
it wouJ.d seem P-X:Pedient to use as a task one which has been fou:ad to 
be consistently related to the types of communication patterns under 
consideration. Essentially, what is being suggested is that since 
the proJect, to a great extent, centers around certain extensions 
of the Centrality notion, and since specific results are available 
with respect to the effects of using this kind of task, then in 
order to examine such extensions experimentally, the same kind of 
task would need. to be used. 
The task described in the above section satisfied the previously 
discussed two criteria for problem selection: (1) It has been Shown 
tocperate in a given setting characterized by specific kinds of 
communication patterns. (2) It has also been used in the major 
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study by Leavitt dealing with the concept of Centrality • 
.Apparatus 
(See page .51 for picture of experimental apparatus) 
The subjects in each group will be seated around a circular table 
so that each will be separated from the next by a vertical partition 
frqm the center to six inches beyond the table's edge. The apparatus 
has slots permitting 6Ubjects to pnih written messages to the men 
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Harold J. Leavitt, "Some Effects of Certain CollliD:1mication 
Nets in Task-Oriented Groups 11 , ~· ill• 
Figure 2.13 51 
Experimental Apparatus 
Experimental Booth 
Experimental Recording Apparatus 
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with whom the7 are allowed to communicate. A five-lay-ered pentagonal 
box is located at the center of the table. The box will be placed 
so that the partitions will just touch each of the five points of 
the pentagon. Each of the five resulting wedge-shaped work spaces 
have been designated by a different color. The subJects are provided 
with blank message cards ( the dimensions being 1 'J/4" x 12 1/2" ) 
whose colors will match those of their respective work spaces. In 
order for any message to be sent from one booth to another it will 
·have to be on a card whose color is that of the booth from which the 
message will be sent. On the left wall of each partition, large symbol 
cards ( 4 11 x S" ) reprasenting the trials, will be hung in loose-leaf 
fashion. The cards will be placed in order, with backs to the 
subjects. At the starting signal, the subjects will pull down the 
first card and begin the proble~solving. Also, each work space 
will be provided with a board on which will be mounted six switcheaa 
Above each switch will appear one of the symbols. When the sabject 
will have registered an answer, he will throw the proper switch which 
will turn on an appropriate light on a master board of thirty lights 
in the experimenter's room and shut off a .reaction timer wired to his 
booth. When five lights (whether or not they will have represented 
the correct symbol) representing the five different subjects will 
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have been lit, the trial will be ended by the experimenter. The 
experim~ater will be able to tell by a glance at the light panel 
whether; (a) five different subjects have thrown their switches, 1o e. , 
what answer was decided on; (b) whether all five have decided on the 
same answer; (c) by later analysis, Whether the answer decided on 
was right or wrong. The same detailed instructions will have been 
given to all subjects in all of the groups. The subjects will be 
made aware of the changes in co:m:om.nieation patterns. at the times 
such changes will be made. 
Measures of t ime taken for each person and for the groups as 
a whole were recorded (to the nearest second) together with all the 
responses of the subjects on a specially prepared data sheet •. 
(See page 
and a description of the independent and dependent variables.) 
The answers to the problems were randomly assigned as well as tlile 
symbols missing'from each of the member 1s cards for the trials. 
{See pages 
common symbols and the· symbols missing from each member for any 
given trial.) 
Questions .to be Answered by the Experiment and 
Method for Answering Them 
(A) !he following questioa is the major one to be answered in this 
experiment~ Do groups in the same conununication ar:v~gements eXhibit 
differences in time taken to solve problems andnumber of correctly 
solved problems, when such groups differ with respect to initial 
communication arrangements? This question can be answered by 
colllJ?aring (separately for time taken and number o:f correctly solved 
probl.f)ms) : (a) 02 with o4 (b) Wl with W4. 
~:f differences in antecedent communication conditions do not 
serve. to distingnish between groups that work within the same present 
COlDDl'IUl.ication network, then it would be expected that: 
(a) O? would not be significantly different :from c4 with respect to 
time taken to sol"t~ 'problems and number of problems correctl.7 
solved. 
(b) Wl WQul~ not be significantly different from W4 with respect to 
time taken. to solve problems aiid number of problems correctly solved. 
If however, the kinds of difference• in antecedent communication 
conditions do serve to distinguish between groups that work within 
the same present communication network, then the :following would be 
expected: 
(a) ~would take significantly shorter time to solve problems and 
have a significantly greater number of correct trials than ez. 
(b) W4 wouJ.d take significantly shorter time to solve problems and 
have a significantly greater number of correct trials than Wl. 
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If, however, it is not the kind of difference between antecedent 
and present coJDlrl\l:(lication conditions that serve to distinguieh between 
groups in the same present communication. arrangement, but simply 
differences between past and present patterns, then the following 
would be ex;ected: 
(a) Wl would take significantly shorter time to solve problems and 
have a. significantly greater number of correct trials than W4. 
(b) o4 would take significantly less time to solve problems and 
have a. significantly greater number of correct trials than 02. 
For any of the three approaehes mentioned above to b e supported 
in this study, a.ll of the predictions within each approael!l, .. will have 
had to be supported. 
lvhat They Are 
Two kinds of communication Patterns, 
Circle and ~T.heel, distinguished by 
different centrality indices. 
Performance Measures 
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How They Are Established H01-1 and Why They Are Used 
Established by varying and Used to study differences in 
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solving groups. of communicatiol). patterns ·'-> <.-"' · 
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Dependent Variables 
What They Are 
1.) Time taken to solve 
problems 
2.) NUmber of problems 
correctly solved 
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apparatus. 
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:Results 
This chapter is divided into two parts~ Part I is confined to 
the analyses required to test the original predictions-specified 
in the Methodology chapter. :Results of such analyses indicated the 
need :for further examination of the data~ Part II includes such 
further analysis. The results in this part neither confirm nor 
disconfirm the original hypotheses. They do,. however. provide 
evidence for the need to consider modifications of the original 
approaches when planning for later research. 
Part I 
In this part, the qUestions to be answered and methods used 
for answering them are& 
(a) Will groups in tb.fl WC.condition perform differently from 
groups in the 00 condition :tor times taken to solve problems! 
{b) ~ill groups in the OW condition perform differently from groups 
in the WW condition for times taken to solve problems? 
(c) Will groups in the WO condition perform differently from groups 
in the co condition for numbers ef correct trials? 
(d) Will groups in the OW condition perform differently from groups 
in the WW condition for number of correct trials? 
All four qUestions ar~ answered through the Analysis of Variance 
method for trials :31-60 (all trials after ehangee). 
A graph corresponding to each of the tested sets of 
conditions follows the Analyses of Varia~ce. 
61 
Following the presentation of the results in tabular and 
graphic forms, they will be examined to determine the extent to 
which each of the three prediction systems bs.f''been supportedo 
Table 3.3 
(a) The results of the .Analysis of Variance of the times 
taken to solve problems between the Circles that were changed from 
W heels (WC) and the Circles that were Circles (00) throughout are 
1 
included in the following table. 
Anallsis of Varianc~ of Time Scores of Two Conditions 'WO and 00) 
with Tan Grou~s in·~ch Condition with Thirtl Trials for Each Grou~ 
----------------------~---~---------~--------~----------~~~ 
Source of Sum of Mean 
Variation Squares 2:! Square F 
Total 244.904 .. 29 599 
Total Between Groups 3.5,489.89 19 
:Between Methods 
(WO aad CO) 1,:314.24 1 1,314.24 o692 
:Between Groups 
Treated Alike :34,17,5.6.5 18 1,898.6.5 
~otal Within Groups 209,414.4o 580 
:Between Trials ?4,14?.19 29 2,,5.56 .. 80 14.488 .01 
Interaction: 
Trials x Methods :.·4:3,14,5.06 29 1,487-76 8 .. ~0 .o1 
Interactionl 
Pooled Groups x Trials 92,122.1.5 ,522 176.48 
-.-----·-~--~--------... ----------..,.i;.·----------------------------------.. -
The above results indicate that: (a) there was not a significant 
time difference between conditions we and co; (b) there were significant 
L The F test on. the raw time data indicated that the variances of WC 
and CO were significantlY" different. (11.48,5). Consequently, the 
data was transformed, logarithmically, and yielded an F of 4.833· 
~he latter F was also significant, although much smaller than before 
transformation. To compensate for this heterogeneity of variances, 
the degrees of freedom used for the actual testing of the F ratios 
in the above table were halved. 
Table 3.4 
differences in time scores over trials~ (c) the differences over 
trials were different for the kind of condition~ 
(b) The results of th.e Analysis of Variance of the times taken 
to solve problems between the Wheels that were changed from Circles 
(OW) and the Wheels that were Wheels throughout (WW) are included in 
2 
the following table. 
Azlalzsis of Variance of Time Scores of Two Conditions (OW and WW) 
with Ten Groups in l!lach Condition with Thirtr Trials for Each Group 
--------------------------------------------~---~-------~-----------~ 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Total Between Group• 
1 • ' :, :, • . ~-- ;, ~ t. ~ ..• 
:Betwe~n' 'Methods OW 
:r:r-au•WW;r « 
:Between'G!Ioups 
Treated ·Alike 
Total' ·Within Groups 
~~- ~ ,:: 1 ·, ;_''l 
:Betw'e~·:ll'rie.ls 
lnteraetiot:v: 
~~ials xMethods 
Sum of 
Squares. 
198,046 .. 64 
84,806.44 
7~462.43 
. ·':>"·' .. 
599 
19 
1 
; ._ ... 
??.344.01 18 
113,240 .. ;eo sao 
36; 6810 ?4· ' . 29· 
Inte~a~tipn: 61,))6~l9 
29 
522 
Pooled Groups x Trials 
F 
-
4,296.89 
524.91 4.46? 
11? .. 50 
.. 01 
~~~~~~---~------------~------~"~---~~-----------~---~-----~-~-~ 
Th.e ~~ove results indicate that: (a) there was not a significant 
time difference between conditions WW and OW; (b) there Were 
2Q The F test on the raw time data indicated that the variances of 
OW e.md WW were significantly different (9.008?). Consequently, the 
data was transformed. logarithmically, and yielded an F of 3.462?. 
The latter F was also significant, although much smaller than 
before transformation. !o compensate for this heterogeneity of 
variances, the degrAes of freedom used for the actual testing of the 
F ratios in the above table were halved. 
Table 3.5 
differences in time scores over. trials; (e) the differences over 
trials were different for the kind of condition~ 
(c) The results of the Analysis of Varia.llce of Number of Correct 
Trials in ~locks of five trials between the Circles that were changed 
from Wheels and the Circles that were Circles throughout are included 
1 
in the following table. 
------------~----------------------------------------------------~--~ Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F 
-~-----------------------------------~--------~------------------~---
Total 118.37 119 
Total ~etween Groups 48.03 19 
~etween Methods (we 
',ani· OC) 8.54 1 8.54 3·89 
~etween·Groups 
Treated Alike 39.49 18 2~19 
Total Within Groups 70.34 100 
' .. 
~etwee~ ~rial Blocks 1().17 s 2.03 3-12 .os 
I-p.tera~t~on.; 
Trial ilocks x Mathods 1~66 s e33 .so 
Interaction~ 
Pooled Groups l'lt Trial 58.51 90 .65 
Blocks .--: 
--~-----------~-----------------------------------------------~---
The· a.'.bove results indicate that: (a) there was not a significant 
difference-between WO and CO in number of correct trials in blocks of five 
l. The F test on the variances of WO and CO conditions for number of 
correct trials in blocks of five revealed that the variances were 
homogeneous. ·· 
F 5·3948/3.9334 1.3715. 
Table 3.6 
(b) There were significant differences innumber of correct trials 
bVer trial (e) the differences over trials were not dependent on conditions. 
(d) The results of the Analysis of Variance of Number of Correct 
Trials in ~locks of five trials between the Circles that were changed 
to Wheels and the Wheels that were Wheels throughout are included in 
1 
the following table. 
Analysis of Variance of Number of Correct Trials of Two Conditions 
(Cirelt:Wheel and Wheel-Wheel) with Ten Groups in Each Condition with · 
Thirty Trials Collapsed into Six Bloeks of Five Trials Each for Each Group 
-----------------------~~----~----------------------~-----------------~~ Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F 
--~~~-------~----~----~--~-------------~-----~-----~-~---~--------~-----~ 
Total 
Total »~tween Groups 
Between Methods 
WW-and cw 
:Setwe~n Groups 
TreatAdA.like 
Total-Within Groups 
»~tween Trial »loeks 
~ntera~t:i;Qnt 
11.29 
~o1 
11.~8 
:n.so 
Trial :BlGclts x Methods 2~24 
Interaethn.t 
Pooled Groups x Trial 25.42 
~locks 
119 
19 
1 
18 
100 
.010 
.626 
s 1.168 
s .. 448 
90 .282 
4.141 Signif • • 05 
1.,588 . 
---~---~-~~-~~-~---~------------------~------------------~-----~-~-~ 
·~ .' ihe~ abfJVe results indicate that: (a) taere was not a significant 
differe:nee- between Cl'l and WW in number of' correct trials in. blocks of five 
(b) there were significant differences in number of correct trials over 
trials in blocks of five (c) the differences over trials were not 
dependent on condi~io~s. 
L !!!he F test on the var~ances of' conditions OW and WW for number of correct 
trials in blocks of five revealed that the variances were heterogene~s 
(F .~77/.281 1.697 significant at the .os). ~ecause of this, the degrees 
of freedom used for testing the terms in the above Analysis of Variance 
T~st w~rA halvAd. 
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2.110' 
7JO 
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Imspection of the results indicates that one of the three 
approaches bas been eompletel7 supported. The followi:ag table includest 
(a) a description of the approach; (b) the expected results according 
to the approach; end (c) the rAference to the part of the anal,-sis 
that supports the expectation. 
-----~----~----------~--------------~~--~-------------------------~------
Approach Expected Results Reference 
~------------~--------~------~----------~---------~----~-------~-~~--Differences in antecedent 
communication conditions do 
not serve to distinguish 
between groups that work 
within the same kind of 
communication network 
(1) WW will not be signifi-
cantly different from OW in 
time taken to solve problems. 
(2) WW will not be signifi-
cantl,- different from OW in 
number of correct trials. ' 
_, 
(:3) ·CO will not be signifi-
cantly-different from we in 
time taken to solve problems. 
(~) CC will not be signifi~ 
ca~tl7 different from WO in 
number of correct trials. 
The Between 
Methods Term 
page 6S 
The Between 
Methods Term 
: -page.:67 
·The-Be·tween 
Methods: Term 
page 64 
. .. .> :: 
Th.e.Between 
Metlleds Term . 
pag~ 66 
-----------~------------------~---~-~-------------------------~~·-~~~~~~ llvidenee for the support of the above hypotheses was ()btained .l,)y 
finding in the Analyses of Variance no significant time difference 
between WO and 00 (pe64) and no si,gnificant time difference bet;~e~~O! 
and WW (p. 6S) in their :Between Methods terms, respectivelY-- J!lvS.CJ,enee 
. -
was also obtained b,r finding no overall significant difference between 
WO and 00 (p.66) and between OW and WW (p.67) with regard to number of 
correct trials, in their respective Analysis of Variance tests. 
Inspection of the other terms of the Analyses of Variance and 
the graphs of time and correct trials raises additional qttestions 
whose answers are needed to complete the findings of this study. 
Part II 
~he Between ~rials and Trials x Methods Interaction ~erma 
in the Analyses of Variance of time taken to solve problems, for 
WC and CO as well as for OW a:nd WW are significant (pages 64 and 6.5 
respectively). ~be graph of the times taken to solve problems for 
we and co (p. 67) reveals that we, with the exception of two trials 
bas lower times than CO. It also indicates smaller variations i» 
times among the last 1.5 or 20 trials than among the total :30 t·rie.ls. 
The graph of the time taken to solve problems for OW and wW (p.68) 
indic~tes smaller variations in time scores among the la.st 1.5 or 20 
trials than among the total :30 trials. With the exception of two 
trials in which the times are nearly identical, OW has longer times 
than ww. 
The Between ~rial Blocks Terms in the Analyses of Va.riancf'! of 
number of correct trials for WC ·and CO as well as for OW and WW are 
significant (pages 6:3 and 64 respectively). The graph of the n:wnber 
of correct trials of WC and CO (p.69) indicates that much larger 
' ' 
differences between we and co occur in the last 15 trials than in the 
trials before. The graph of the number of correct trials of OW and 
WW ( p. 70) indicate that the number of correct trials is greater 
and more level in the last 1.5 trials than in the first 15 for ow~ 
This graph also indicates that there is a trend of decreasing number 
of correct trials (three of the four blocks of trials are lower over 
trial blocks) .. 
In view of the above results and indications, it seems justifiable 
to raise the question of whether or not sub-analyses of the 
e~erimental conditions over trials would provide evidence for . 
modifying the research conclusions that would be based solely on 
the results of analyses in Part I. 
The analyses included in Part II are int~nded to provide evidence 
for answering the above question. 
In this part, the questions to be asked and methods for answ~ring 
them are: 
(a) Where if at all. does stabilization of times taken to solve 
problems take place for the WC condition? Tlrl.s is to be answered bT 
Analysis of Variance and Tukey's Gap test. 
{b) Do the groups in WC perform differently from those in CO after 
stabilization has taken place? A "t'" test for trials 46-60 was used. 
to answer this question. 
{c) Where if at all, does stabilization of times taken to solve 
problems take place for the OW condition? ~is question was answered 
by Analysis of Variance and Tukey's Gap test. 
(d) Do the groups in OW perform differentlt:·from ·th.ose··in .. WW. after 
stabilization has taken place? A "t" test for trials 46-60 was used 
to answer this qUestion. 
(e) Do the groups in the CO eondition perform differently on trials 
31-4S tban they do on trials 46-6o for number of correct trials? 
A " t " test was used to answer this question. 
(f) Do the groups in the WO condition perform differently on trials 
31-45 than they do on trials 46-60 for number of correct trials. A 
11t 11 test was used to answer this. 
(g) A 11 t 11 test was us8d to answer the qUestion of whether the 
performances of groups in the WC condition are different in trials 
31-40 than they are in trials 41-60, for number of cerreet ttrials. 
(h) Do groups in the OW condition perform differently on number of 
correct trials in trials 31-45 than in trials 46-60? This qUestion 
was answered by a II t II test. 
(1) Do groups in the WW condition perform differently in number of 
correct trials in trials 3h·4.5 than in trials 46-6-0? This q-uestion 
was answerAd by a 11t" t'est. 
(j) Do the groups in WC perform differently on number of correct 
trials than those in CO for trials 46-601 This was answered by a 
11 t 11 test. 
(k) Do the groups in condition OW perform differently on number of 
correct trials than these in condition WW for trials 46-60. This 
was answered by a "t" test. 
FOllowing the presentation of the results of the above analyses, 
they will be summarized in table form. 
Table 3.15 
1 
(a) The following Analysis of Variance of times taken to solve 
problems for the WC eondition was done in order to obtain the appropri-
2 
ate error term needed in Tukey's Gap Test. 
Ana.l:rsis of Variance of Time Scores of the WC Condition 
with Ten Groups with Thirt:r Trials for Each Group (Trials 31-60) 
-----~--------------------~------~----------------------------~-----------Source of Variation Sum of Sguar~s df M~an Sguar!:2 F 
Total 198,332.67 299 
Between Groups 26,823.20 9 2,980.36 
Between Trials 111,670.47 29 3,850 .. 71 16 .. 796 .01 
Interaction: 
Groups x Trials 59,839 .. 00 261 229.27 
--................... --...--------.------.. .. --... --... ------..... ---.-------.... ~ ...... ~ ...... --...... ~ ........ ~-
Tukey's Gap Test allows the diffe~ences between trial means that 
are significant to be located b.r comparing any trial mean with any other 
according t& the least significant difference that would be required in 
.~..... : ·,. 
· .. 
order-to consider such a difference as.signif'icant. 
Tukez 1s Gap Test Applied to Trial Means 
-----------------~------~---~--------~-~~-~------------------------~~--Trial Mean time Trial Mean time 
31 246.2 46 18.8 .• 3 
32 233.9 47 188.1 
33 224.5 48 196.4 
34 228.4 49 183·9 
35 218.3 50 178.9 
36 211.6 51 182.3 
37 215.7 52 177·5 
38 210~9 53 182.5 
39 200.4 54 179.2 
4o 191.1 55 176.7 
41 191.1 56 178.1 
LSD Least Significant Differene~ 
(LSD) 
i 
LSD t z· s 
.05 m 
t 
.. 05 with 18 df 
i 
2 1.4142 
42 199.7 57 175.9 
43 191.4 58 177.4 s 229.27 2.?646 
Jt4 ;1.82,8 59 181 .• 4 m 30 
_a5 _____ 1B5~~-------6D------12B~D---------LBD---B~21~3--------------------
1. The times used in this Analysis of Variance are the logarithmically 
transformed.raw data nm.ltiplied by a constant of 1000 to remove the decimals. 
2. · Toke;v,- J.w. Comparing Individual Means in the Analysis of Variance, 
:Biometries., 5, 1949, pages 99..;114. 
Table 3.16 
75 
With tke ~eption of trial difference 48-49, there is no 
significant difference between any trial and the one following it, 
after trial difference 44-45. Also after trial 45, with the 
exception of trials 47 and 48, there is no significant difference 
b&tween any one trial and any other. 
(b) 'As the results of ~y1 s Gap T.est indicate, a levelling 
.. 
off of times taken to solve problems seems to have taken place after 
trial 45. For t~is reason the following "t" test was done in order 
to find out if the differences in times taken to solve problems 
between we and co are significant for trials 46-6o. 
Trial 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
,54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
Mean.of 10 Groups 
18:3•3 
188.1 
196.4 
183 .. 9 
178.9 
182.3 
177-5 
177·.5 
179.2 
176.7 
178.1 
17.5·9 
177.4 
181.4 
1?8.0 
Variance 
i81.3 28.4807 
Trial 
46 
47 
48 
4-9 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
51 
58 
59 
60 
F 
Condition 00 
Mean of 10 Groups Oond.i tion Mean 
189.0 
199 .. 1 
~191 .. 7 
195·3 
186.8 
188.2 
189.0 189-7 
19L6 
187.2 
185·7 
192-9 
18?.4 
185.8 
189 .. 4 
186.4 
Variance 
14 .. 4957 
24.4807 
14.4957 
1.9647 Not Significant. An. F o:f 2.48 is 
needed to reject at the .. 05 level with 14,14 df .. 
11 t" 7.0175 with 28 d:f' is significant at less than the .01 level. 
Tke above result indicates that there was a significant 
difference between WO and 00 conditions witA respect to mean number 
of correct trials for trials 46-60. 
1 
{c) The £ollewing ~lysiE~ of Variance of times taken to 
solve problems for the OW eonditien,was done in order to obtaia 
·' '· ••• < • ,• ;~ ,··, ~-. t\ 
the appropriate error term needed in Tukey 1s Gap Test .. 
1. The times used in this Analysis of Variance are the logarithmically 
transformed raw data multiplied by a constant of 1000 to remove the 
decimals. 
Table ,3.18 
Analysis of Variance of Time Scores of the aw Conditions 
with Ten Groups with Thirty Trials for EaCh Group (Trials 31-60) 
----~-~---------------~------------------~---------------~-----~----Source of Variation Sum-~ of Sguar~s df Mean Sguar~ F 
Total 147,894.67 299 
:Between Groups . 64,.578.07 9 7,17.5-:34 
:Between Trials 44,242.87 29 1,,52_5.62 10.191 .. 01 
I:ateraction: 
Groups x Trials · :39 ' 07:3 • 7:3 261 149.?1 
-----~----------------------------------------------~-------~~~~~ 
~ez 1 s Ga:E T~st Al!Eli~d to Trial Means 
~~----------------------~------------~------~--~---~-~~---~~ Trial Mean Trial Time Trial Mean Trial Time LSD Least Signifieant 
Diff~rence 
:3l -. - 2:30,0 46: 176 .. 9 
~2-- 212.1 47. 180 .. 0 .!. '· a 
:3:3 196 .. 3 48 17.5·.5 LSD t 2 s 
34 184.4 49. ;,_175,~9- -:-. .os m 
3.5 - 189 .. 8 so . ,_ 1?2.8 - . ~ ,. " . . ~ . ·: .... ..:;-··<'";' 
36 ·18_5.0 .51. 174-.z - t - ...;,. '· ·. ,' .. • ~-
37 182 .. 6 .52 176.0 .os with 18df 2.1010 
38 186f9 .53 171.8 
39 1?6.0 .54 173.8 2 1.4142 
40 1?3.4 5.5 171.6 
41 181.2 S6 17,5.1 s 149.71 2.2339 
42 176.,5 .57. 187.3 m 30 
43 178.1 sa 183.3 
44 178.7 .59 177.2 LSD 6.6374 
4S 177~3 60 170.,9 
-----------------------------~---------------~--------------------With the exception of trial a:ifferences .56-57 and .59-60, 
there is·no significant difference between any one trial and the 
one following it. Also, excludi~ trial 60, there is no signifieant 
difference between any one trial and any other, with the exception 
of trials 57 a.nd .58, after trial 45. 
(d) As the results of TukeT's Gap Test indicate. a. levelling 
off of timesctaken.to solve problems seems to have taken place after 
trial 4,5. For this reason, the following "t" test was one in_ order 
to find out if the differences in'times taken to solve problems between 
OW and WW are significant for trials 46-60. 
Trial 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
.51 
.52 
53 - .... 
.54 
.55 
.56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
46 
47 
48 
49 
,50 
51 
52 
5:3 
,54 
.5.5 
.56 
.57 
.58 
.59 
60 
Table 3.18 
Condition OW 
Mean o:f 10 Groups Condition Mean 
176·9 
180.0 
17.5·5 
175·9 
1'?2.8 
174.2 
176.0 
. 177.8 
173.8 
171.6 
17,5.1 
18?.:3 
18:3.:3 
:).?7.2 
170.3 
1'72.6 
1??.1 
1~0.9 
168.1 
+~8 • .5 
l"??o:3 
171.6 
176.1 
1?4.:3 
1?2.4 
177.:3 
166.,5 
1?0.2 
172.2 
169.4 
Oond.i t ion WW 
Variance 
19-27 
16.99 
-----~---~---------------------~-----~~~-------~-------------
F s2cw 19.27/16.99 1.1:341 Not Significant. An F of 2.48 is 
'Hi 
.. 
~eeded to r~ject at the .0.5 level, with 14,14 df. 
"t" :3.189 with 28 df is Sign.ifie~t at less than the .01 level. 
The above result .. indicates that there was a significant 
difference between conditions OW and WW with respect to mean number 
of correct trials for trials 46-60. 
Table .3.20 
{e) The following Ut~ test was done in order to find out if 
the groups in eondi tion CO had mean numbers of correct trials in 
trials 31-45 and 46-60 that were signi:U,eantl7 dif:fere:m.t :from each 
othero 
--~--------------------------------------~-------------------------
"t" Test on l\Ta.mber of Correct Trials :for 10 Groups 
in Oond.i tion OC :Between Trials 31-45 and Trials 46..,.60 
-----------------------------~-----~-----~---~-----------~~---2---~ Group Trials 31-45 Trials 46-60 d d - d (d ~ d) 
1 15 1:3 2 2 . .5 06 .. 25 
2 13 14 1 o.s 00 .. 2.5 
3 12 14 2 1 .. 5 02.25 
4 6 8 2 1..5 02.25 
5 12 9 3 3.5 12.25 6 12 12 0 1...5 00.25 
7 10 1.5 5 4.5 20.25 
8 9 10 1 0 .. 5 00.25 
9 13 13 O· o.s 00.25 
10 14 13 1 1..5 02.22 
X 11..6 X 12.1 d 0.5 0 46 .. 50 
s2 31-45 6.9:333 
s2 46-6o 5 .. 4:333 
F 6.9333/5.4:333 1.2760 Not Significant 
11t" .6956 Not Significant (with 9 d:f a "t" o:f 2.262 is 
needed to reject at the .05. 
The above result indicates that :for condition 00 there was 
no significant difference between trials 31-45 and trials 46-60 
with respect to mean number o:f correct t~ials. 
Table 3.21 so: 
(f) The .following 11 t 11. t~st was done in order to find out if 
the groups in condition we had mean numbers of correct trials in 
trials :31-4.5 a:nd 46-60 that were significantly different from each 
other. 
11 t 0 Test on Number of Correct Trials for 10 Groups 
in Condition We ~etween Trials 31-45 and Trials 46-60~ 
-------------------~--~------------------------------~----------2-Ch'oup Trials 31-45 Trials 46-60 · d. d - d ( d - d) 
1 14 1.5 1 0.:3 0.09 
2 12 1.5 :3 1.7 2.89 
:3 14 1.5 1 0.3 0.09 
4 1:3 12 1 2.3 .5 .29 
.5 14 14 0 1.3 1.69 
6 11 1.5 4 ';.-7 7·29 
7 1.5 1.5 0 1.:3 1.69 
8 11 10 1 2.3 ,5.29 
9 13 1.5 2 0.7 0.49 
.fQ_ 11 15 .4 2.? 7.29 
X 12~8 X 14.1 d 1.:3 0 32.10 
S231-4.5 2.1777 
s246-6o 2.9888 
F 2.9888/2.1777 1..3724 Not Significant 
"t" 2.1774 which is Not Significant at the .0.5 but is Significant 
at the .06 level. (A 11t" of 2.262 is needed in orde». tor eject at 
the JJ.5 level. 
In view of the above, and in view of the fact that inspection of 
the graph on page indicated that the largest block difference 
occurred between block 2 and block :3 (between trials 36-40 and trials 
41-4,5); and in view of the fact that differences between trials blocks 
3,4,.5 and 6 seemed to be considerably smaller than the difference 
between trial blocks 1 and 2, it seemed important to find out if the 
mean number of correct trials for trials 31-40 was significantly greater 
than the mean number of correct trials for trial 41-60, for the condition We. 
Table 3.22 
(g) "t" Test on Mean Number of Correct Trials for 10 !h-oups 
in Condition WC ~etween Trials 31-40 and Trials 41-60 
---------------------------~---~-------------------------------~2-Group Trials 3l-4o Trials 41-60 d d - d (d - d) 
(Mean x 10) (Mean x 10) 
1 9 10 1 o.45 0 .. 203 
2 7 10 3 1.55 2.403 
3 9 10 1 0.45 0.203 
4 8 8.5 
·5 0.95 0.903 
5 9 9·5 .. 5 0-95 0 .. 903 
6 7 9-5 2.5 1.05 1.103 
7 6 10 4 2.55 6.503 
·a 9 7·5 1.5 2-95 8.703 
.9 6 10 4 2.55 6.503 
10 10 9·5 .. 5 1.95 3.803 
X 8.0 X 9o45 d 1.45 rl 0 31 .. 230 
2 
s 3l-4o 2.00 
2 
s 41-60 .69 
F 2.0.0/ .69 2.90 Not Significant 
lit II 2.46 Significant at the .05 level 
The above result indicates that the groups in the WO conditiOJV 
had a significantly greater mean number Gf correct trials in trisl• 
41-60 than they did in trials 3l-4o. 
Table 3 .. 23 
. ;: ·~·. 
(h) The following ntn test was done in order to find out if 
the Groups in condition OW had mean numbers of correct trials in 
trials 31-4,5 alld trials 46-60 that were significantly different 
from each other. 
lttll test on Number of Correct Trials for 10 Groups 
in Condition OW ~etween Trials 31~45 and Trials 46-60 
~---~-----~---~---~~~-------------~------~----------------~-Group Trials 31-4.5 Trials 46-60 d d -d. (d - d) 
1 12 ' " lS 3 2 .. 1 4.41 
2 14 14 0 0.9 0.81 
3 15 1.5 0 0.9 0.81 
4 14 15 1 0.1 0.01 
5 1.5 1.5 0 0 .. 9 0.81 
6 14 15 l 0.1 0.01 
7 15 1.5 0 0.9 10.81 
8 1.5 15 0 0.9 0.81 
9 12 14 2 1.1 1.21 
10 11 13 2 1.1 1.21 
X 13 ·7 X 14.6 d· 0.9 0 10.90 
S231-4,5 2.2333 
s
246-6o .4888 
F 2.2333/.4888 
-
4.5689 Significant 
"t" 2.,5832 Significant at the .0,5 level 
The above result indicates tbat the groups in the OW 
condition had a significantly greater mean number of correct trials 
in trials 46-60 than they had in trials 31-4,5. 
Table 3.24 
(i) The following "t" test was done in order to :find out if 
the groups in condition WW had mean number of correct trials in 
trials 31-45 and trials 46-60 that were significantly different 
:from each other. 
Utll Test on NumbP.r of' Correct Trials :for 10 Grou:ps in 
Condition WW :Between Trials 31-45 B.Dd Trials 46-60 
----~----~--~--~-------~-------------~---~--~-----~-------~~ Group Trials 31-45 Trials 46-60 d d -. d (d = d) 
-----------------------~------------------~---~------------------
1 15 ~.15 0 o.4 0.16 
2 14 15 1 L4 1.96 
3 15 14 1 0.6 0.36 
4 14 15 l 1.4 1.96 
5 13 .i4 l 1.4 1.96 
6 15 15 0 1.4 0.16 
7 13 ll 2 1.6 2.56 
8 15 14 l o.6 0.36 
9 14 13 1 0.6 0.36 
10 15 13 2 . 1.6 2.56 
X 14.3 X 13.9 d 0.4 0 12.4 
sZ:;l-45 .6777 
s246-6o 1.6555 
F 1.6555/.6777 2.4428 Not Significant 
"t" 1.0775 Not Significant 
The above result indicates that the groups in the WW condition 
did not show a significant difference in mean number o:f correet 
trials between trials 31-45 and trials 46-60. 
Table 3.25, 
(j) The fallowing "t" test was done in order to find out 
if there was a significant difference in mean number of correct 
trials for trials 46-60 between conditions WO and CO. 
0t" Test on Number of Correct Trials Between Oopditions 
WO and CO with 10 Groups in Each Condition for Trials 46-60 
Condition WO 
-~----------------------------~--------------------------~---~------Group 
1 
2 
3 
·-4~-
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lQ 
Sum Over Trials · 
15 
15 
15 
12 
14 
15 
15 
10 
+5 
15 
Condition Mean Variance 
14.1 2.9888 
~---~-----------~-----------------------------------------------~---Condition OQ. 
-~-----~--~---------------------------~--~-----~---~--~--~----+ ~3 2 14 
:; 14 
4 ;8 
6 -9 . 12.1 1.'7666 
6 12 
7 15 
8 10 
9 13 
10 13 
-~---------~-----~----------~-------~----~----~-~~---------~---~-
F 2.9888/1.7666 1.6918 Not Significant 
"t" 4.1017 Significant at less than the ~01 level. 
The above result indicates that for trials 46-60, the ~oups 
in the WO condition had a significantly greater mean number of 
correct trials than the groups in conditio~ co. 
Table 3.26 
:as 
(k) The following "t" test was done in order to find out if 
there was a significant difference in mean number of correct trials 
for trials 46-60 between conditions OW and WW. 
"t" Test on Number of Correct Trials Between Conditione 
WW and OW with 10 Groups in Each Condition for Trials 46~60 
Condition OW 
-------~---------------------------~--~----------------~---~~--~ Group Sum Ov-er Trials 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9. 
10 
1.5 
14 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
14 
13 
Condition Mean Variance 
14.6 .4888 
-----------~------~-----------~-------~------------------------~~ Condition WW 
-~------~--~---~----~-~--~-~-~~----------~-------~-~-~--~~~ 
1 1.5 
2 1.5 
3 14 
.4 15 
s 14 13.9 1.6.5.5.5 
6 1.5 
7 11 
8 14 
9 13 
10 13 
---------------------------------~-------------~~-~--~--------~--~ 
F 1.6,5.5,5/.4888 3·3868 Significant 
"t" 1..5901 Not Sign.ifican.t. (with 18 df., a 11 t 11 of 2.101 is 
· needed to reject at the .05 level). 
The above result i~~cates that there was not a significant 
differen.ce in mean number of eorr~ct trials between conditions OW 
and WW for trials 46-60. 
Table 3.27 
Summaq Table 
Part II 
Q;a.estion Asked Result 
--~~-~---~-~--~~~-----------------------~---------~----~----~~ 
Are the differences in times taken to 00 Significantly 
solve problems betw~ea we and cc signif-longer than we 
icant for trials 46-601 
Are the differences in times taken to OW Significantly 
solve problems between OW and WW longer than WW 
significant for trials 46-601 
Do the groups in condition CO have mean Wo Significant 
numbers of correct trials in trials difference 
31-45 and 46-60 that are significantly 
different from each other? 
Do the groups in condition WO have mean ll'et Significant 
numbers of correct tri.als in trials at the ~OS, bu.t 
31-45 and 46-60 that are significantly significant at 
different from each other? ~06.46-60 31-45 
Do the groups in condition WO have mean Significant: 
numbers of correct trials in trials 41-60 31-4o 
31-4o and 41-60 that are significantly 
different from each other? 
Do the groups in condition WW have mean No Significant 
numbers of correct trials in trials difference 
31-45 and trials 46-60 that are signifi= · 
Cantly'different from each other? · 
Do the groups in condition OW have mean Significant: 
numbers of correct trials in trials 31- 46-60 31-45 
4S and trials 46-60 that are significantly 
different from each otherf 
Is there a significant difference in Significant: 
mean number of correct trials for trialsWC CO 
46-60 between conditions we and 001 
Is there a significant difference in No Significant 
mean number of correct trials for difference · 
trials 46-60 between conditions OW and 
WWf 
11 t 11 teet 
page 77 
11 t" test 
page 80 
lft 11 test 
page 81 
"t" test 
page 82 
11 t" test .. 
page 83 
11 t 11 test 
page as 
"t" test 
page 84 
11 t 11 test 
page 86 
11 t 11 test 
page 87 
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Discussien !! Results 
(1) Comparison of Results of Parts I and II; 
Reformulation of Original Approaches 
The T~ts obtainad in Part II, although not providing 
evid~for confirmation or disconfirmation of the original 
b7Potheses, do provide evidence for the need to reconsider the 
formulations of these hypotheses. If the results of Part I 
WAre not interpreted with the qualifications obtained. from the 
results of Part II, knowledge about what occurred in this 
research would have Been incomplete. 
The approach which was supported by the results in Part I 
' t . -~ .... :· .:: . •. . ~' . 
~gested that it is the structure of the eommnnieatien network 
... · .· 
that leads to differences in times taken to solve ~oblems, and 
number of correct trials, and that, regardless of differences in 
antecedent conditions, groups in the same kind of present network 
would not exhibit significant differences with respect to these 
two variables. Support for this approaeh cmme from the Between 
Methods terms in the Anal7ses of Variance tests on times taken to 
solve problems, and number of correct trials. Sueh results, however, 
.... - -. ~~ 
reflect the complete state of aff~trs only when all the trials after 
the change arewouped together in the analyses. It turns out, however. 
that the grou.ps in the conditions that underwent change (Cw and W'C) 
performed differently in the beginning trials than they did in the 
end trials. As the result of grouping all the triais together, 
trial differences between groups in conditions that underwent 
change and those that did not were obttoured. The results of 
analyses that took into accountsu.ch trial differences, indicate support, 
with one exception, for an approach different from the one snpported 
in Part I with the original hypotheses. 
The approach that was supported by the results in Part II 
for the last 15 trials was the one that sUggested that the 
behaviors of the groupe in the same kind of communication pattern 
' ~.:. . ' . 
would be sigJU.ficantly different from each other i~ they had been 
~ ... ' _;.. ~- .;..- . . .-~ 
anteceded by different communication patterns. The directions of 
suah differences were eugge~t;a;. as ·the~fciU~wing: 
(a) groups in a particular ki~ -~f--c~~~ication net~orkwill.perform 
better when they have had ~erience in a network with ~ .. higher 
the same kind of network. · 
{b) groups in a particular ·kind of cc:mim1ll'l.loation :m.etwork will 
• ••• • • . i• 
. k .· 
perform less effectively when they have had e~eri~nce in a network 
of a lower centrality ind~ than groups which have, bP-en in the same 
kind of network throughout~ 
Specifically, the above appro~ Predicted that: (a) Circles 
that were ~banged from Wheels would.· d~ b~tter than Circles.t ~t. 
were Circles thoughout, with respect to both times taken to solve 
··: .·' 
problems and number of correct trials (b) Wheel that were chaDged 
from Circles would do worse thatnWheels that were Wheels throughout, 
with respect to times taken to solve problems and number of correct 
trials .. 
89 
With the exception of the result that Wheels that were changed 
f»om Circles did not exhibit a significant difference in number of 
correct trials from Wheels that were Wheels throughout, the predictions 
specified above were supported. 
The support of the above approach based on the results of Part II 
and applying to the performances of the groups after trial 45, 
points to the need for a reformulation which would include modifications 
on the approach supported by the results in Part I and that supported 
by the results of Pp-t II. Sueh a reformulatio~ can. be stated as 
follows: The effects of changes that are made in the communication 
netwo~ks of problem-solving groups are manifest and significant 
only after measurable work periods following the changes. With 
; .. ,.·.·.- < f ·,o'•. "·' T 
. ·. ,·;, "· , . 
the latter qualification of measurable work periods following 
.r. • ~· .-,.~ . . r 
changes,and with the exception of the one inconsistency in the 
results of Part II, the performances of groups in the same kind of 
·. .'. . , .. ; . - ' '·· .. ' .;_. 
communieation networks can be differentiatied on the basis of their 
antecedent communication conditions$ 
The following section includes a proposed explanation of the 
above inconsistency and a design to be used for testing it. 
(2) Explanation of an Inconsistent Finding in the Results 
of Part II and a Design for Testing It. 
Wheels that were changed from Circles did not exhibit a 
significant difference in number of correct trials from Wheels 
that were Wheels throughout. This finding was inconsistent with 
the expectation based on the appraoch that was considered to have 
been supported by the Results obtained in Part II of the Results 
Chapter •. This approach suggested that the ~aviors of groups in 
the sa~ kind of communication pattern would be significantly 
different from each other with respect to times taken to solve 
problems and number of correct trials, if they had been anteceded 
by different communication patterns. Analyses of the Wheel-Oircle 
versus Circle-Circle conditions for both time and number of correct 
trials and Circle-Wheel versus Wheel-Wheel for time supported 
! -~ r_ . • • ..,. . ". ·- . ·~ . . ,: • • ~ ·~ !' :.~. 
However, not ~nly was the Wheel~Wheel condition net the approach • 
. ·. . . .. ~ ~~ 
. >· 
significantly different from the Circle-Wheel in number of correct 
.. 
trials. but also, the graph of the Wheel-Wheel condition for 
. _; 
number of correct trials in blocks of five trials (page 9 of th.e 
Results chapter) indicated that there was a trend of decreasing 
DUmber of correct trials. 
It is possible to pDovide a plausible explanation of the ~bove 
and to design an experimen~ that would p;- ovide evidence for confirmatio:m. 
or disconfirmation of it. 
'l!h.e deer-ease in number of .correct trials in the Wheel-Wheel 
condition may be viewid as an effect of carelessness brought about 
by the absence of change -within the Wheel-Wheel condition. 'l!he 
absence of change and the extended rout in.ized behavior required in 
the Wheel-Wheel arrangement over such a great :many trials may have 
been reponsible for such a decrease in quality of performance. If 
the latter is adequate as an explanation~ then it would be expected 
that if change were to be introduced in a Wheel-Wheel arrangement 
without changing the structure of the network, th~ number of correct 
trials would not decrease. It would alsobe expected that groups in 
a Wheel-Wheel condition with such a change would have a significantl7 
greater number of cerrect trials than would groups in a Circle-Wheel 
condition. If the latter predictions were tobe supported, further 
evidence will have been pr~ded for considering the past experiences 
of groups as affecting their present behaviors. 
Th.reekinds of changes might affect number of correct trials: 
(a) changes in persons occupying the central positions (b)· changes 
in the positions of peripheral members to othpX peripheral positions 
(c) changes which would include both (a) and (b). 
Since there is no a p7iori reason to predict that any one of the 
above kinds of changes woulQ. be more effective than the others, an 
.. 
experiment designed to test the axplanation suggested above would have 
to include all three kinds of changes. 
- . ' . ' . ~ 
The following is a suggested experimental design: 
.......... : 
Figure 4.6 
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(3) Limitations of Conclusions for Application to 
Other Network Studies 
There are certain limitations to the conclusions that might be 
drawn from this research, for application to other experimental 
network studies. These limitations arise primarily ·from the specific 
conditions of the experimentation: (a) Eaca~oup used in this research 
. 
had five members. It is not kno\nhow differences in group size would 
affect the behaviors of problem-solving groups in change conditions. 
Other iJWestiga.tors, in nmn•change experiments, have used groups of 
' .:36 
different sizes: (l) Heise and Miller ~ed three man groups 
'e3']. 
(2) a>haw has used. four-man groups. No caiiiDlUD.ication network stuccy 
has used groups with fewer than three members or more tnan five. 
It is an open qUestion as to whether, within a given kind of design, 
differences in size wo,J.ld lead to differences in performances of 
members. No research has been done to test the effects of size 
differences. Since tais i.s the case, generalization of these reeults 
-, ', .• r,· ', 
to similar kinds of networks but with different size groups would 
be uncertain. 
__ ,. 
36 
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(b) the kind of task used in experiments bas been shown to affect 
the behaviors of the problem-solving groups: (1) Heise and Miller 
indicate that it may be the case that there is no networ.l,t that is 
best in all situations. They conclude from their research that the 
relative efficiency of a. communication net depends upon the kind of 
problem the group is trying to solve. The latter conclusion has 
been pointed to b7 other investigators of communication nets' (2) 
38 39 4o 
Smith (3) Guetzkow and Dill and (4) Shaw 
The question that may be raised, when changes are introduced 
in a problem-solving situation, is whether or not such changes would 
have had different effects if the problems on which the groups were 
',-. 
working were different~ 
(e) The way in which the communication network was established may 
turn out to be a.n important organizational v a.riable. Of all the 
experiments on c ommunica.tion networks, there is none that tried to 
induce network arrangements rather than impose them. It m&7 ~rt 
well be that in problem-solving organization of the same c~mwunicaiion 
structure, differences in b('>.haviors of the :members will be e:x:hibiaed 
which are a. function of the way in which the organization was 
ori~nally established~ 
:38 
QJ!. ill· 
:39 
.Q:e.4 
40 ill· 
ap. cit. 
(d) The way in which the changes were introduced may be related to 
the effects of such changes. The changes in this research were made 
without the consent of the members, and without their knowledge 
beforehand. It is worthwhile to consider what might have occurred:if: 
(1) the decisions t.o cha.nge~re made by the members themselves (2) the 
subJects were to know about the changes befQrehand (3) the subjects 
had experience in networks whose structures were established by them. 
Ce)The instructions to the subjects specified that theY were to 
eoop~rate with each other so as to be able to get the answers as 
quickly as possible. l'rom such instructions it can be seen that 
both sPeed and cooperation were stressed. The results of this 
research might have been different if the ~bjects were to have been 
told that they had to get the right answers but that the time 
they used· in doing so was unimportant. Also, differenc~s might 
.... ,;, 
have been obtained if the subjects had been advised to~t the 
. ·.<-· . . -~~ ~ . -
and not cooperation would h,ave been strf'.~Sed. 
The factor of motivation and involvement in th~ tas~ is imPOrtant 
to consider. While it was clear that the subjects were motivated 
enough b? the ~~Omise of money to work on the problems throughout 
the experiment, it was not clear as to how much involved they were. 
The subjects knew that they were being paid for their participation 
in the reseafch and not for the quality of their performances. 
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It might have been the case that if the reward.~ werA to have been 
contingent upon the quality of performance (Shorter times taken to 
solve problems and number of problems correctly solved) the subjects 
would have behaved differently. 
(g) There was no explicit feedback of results of time and correctness 
after each trial to the subjects. The only network study that has 
some evidence on the effects of feedback on performance was that 
. 41 -
done by Christie, La.ce and Maey. :Besides other kinds of networks 
(where no feedback was involved), two kinds of Wheel conditions were 
studied! (1) A Wheel with no feedback (2) A Wheel with feedback. 
· The Wheel with feedback about correctness of the trials after each 
trial, showed slow learning and fair error reduction, as opposed to 
the Wheel with no feedback which showed no learning and no error 
reduction. The latter·result does reveal that under the specific 
experiment'll conditions used by Christie, Luce and Ma.cy-, feedback 
had definite effects on the performances of subjects in the Wheel 
conditions •. It may be the case in situations o! changes in networks, 
that knowledge of results would lead to different pr0blem-solving 
behaviors than was the ease under the condition of no explicit 
feedback .. 
(h) The kind of communtcation that was allowed in this experiment 
was non-verbal. Subjects were allowed to communicate only through 
means of written messages. The only study dealing with verbal 
42 
communication was that done b7 Reise and Miller. Oolllmlll:l.ication 
took place over a.n intercom system. The communication networks 
used included one-way as well as two~way chanaels. The size of 
·the groups used was three. The results of the study indicate the 
importance of the task in interaction with the type of network. 
43 
The results were in agreement with those found by Shaw. 
In change situations such as those used in this e.xperimeat 9 it migb.t 
be the case that opportunity for verbal interaction would have 
different efteets on performance as the result of influences on 
the psychological reactions of the members both tot he network 
in which they worked and the changes made in 1 t. 
(4) Limitations of Conclusions for Application to 
Other Kinds of Groups 
The limitations pointed to in the preceding section refer 
primarily-to conclusions that might be generalizei to other 
experimental studies of communication networks. There is another 
set of limitations that need to be considered as well. Such questions 
refer to the extent to which conelusions from this research are 
generalizable to other kinds of groups or team. The following section 
42 
.Qe..cit. 
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Op.dit. 
is intended to answer such questions by considering the spacial 
characteristics of this research and comparing them to natural work 
,,,groups. 
(a) In this research, as well as in other studies involving communication 
networks, restrictions on the availability of certain channels of 
communication to members are crucial, since it is :from these restrictions 
that the structurAs of the networks are established. In natural work 
groups, the division of labor with its ~pacifications of Chains of 
command and lines of authority also restrict the channels of communication 
available to members. The major difference between the kind of 
restrictions in communication network investigations and that of 
natural work groups is that the :former restrictions are pl:cy'sieal 
and the members can not communicate to members to whom they do not 
have open channels, whereas ··.t:m.~.·restrictions on communication in 
natural work gr!'lups are not p~Sitcally determined but are the 
results of organizational rules of what shoul~ not be done. 
(b) Related to restrictions on communication channels, is the :faet 
that members of problem-solving groups in eolllllltmication networks 
are also limited in the extent to which knowledge about the positions 
of others in the net was available to them initially. The uncertainty· 
j : ~ r· '., •- • • .:,. 
and ambigo.ity of role-relationships that might be expected to arise 
from such a. lack of initial information, however, decreases as members 
become more certain of the positions of those to whom they can 
communicate and as they obtain more knowledge about the total work 
arrangement through second band sources. It seems that the more 
,_· . .; '• 
... ., 
structured a network is the more likely is it that members tend to 
develop a completely accurate estimate of the total organization. 
Natural work groups, to a great extent, tend to approximate the 
. 
above kinds of conditions. mven in work groups, where face-to-face 
contact is possible, and where no direct physical boundaries are 
placed on the positions of the members, analogous phenomena take 
place. When a work group is newly formed, members generally have 
a certain amount of information, but not enough, to be positive 
about the roles of the other members and thems~lves. Certain formal 
work requirements may be specified but many other and more-difficult-
to-locate guidelines and clues have to be acquired. .Also, in 
natural work groups, the more structured the work arrangements, the 
more likely will such further information be acquired earlier-
(c) The experimental conditions of this research and other network 
studies have made the participation of every member necessary to 
the successful solutions of the problems, in order for the problems 
to be solved accurately and with complete certainty and information. 
. I . 
3ven in such situations, however, it was possible for subjects to 
register correct answers without the information from or about some 
of the other members. SUch procedures were contrary to instructions 
and could only have been accompanied b)1 less than complete information 
and~~tainty. The likelihood of such responses being correct is 
smaller, the less a member relies on the information of others. In 
natural work groups it is much less the case that each member has 
information that others do not have. It is also less likel7 that 
the certainty and accuracy of the group products wou.l&be as much 
affected by the absence of a given member. Of c~urse, the degree 
to which the absence of the contri'bution of a given member would 
negatively affeet a group product would depend at least on the 
position of the particular member in the work structure and o:a how 
mcub. of his contribution would normally have been present in this 
product. In spite of the latter difference between problem-solving 
groups in natural and experimental network settings, it is nevertheless 
one of degree. 
(d) The source of structural changes made in 1he arrangements of natural 
work groups is external. Promotions, demotions, changes in organi~ational 
units such as the integration or division of departments nearly always 
come from decisions made by those who are not actual working members 
of the units affected by the changes. Similarly, in this research on 
changes in networks, changes made in communication patterns came 
from outside the gro~s. The experimenter made the decisions and 
introduced the changes. 
(e) Generally, when the sources ot cha.ll.ge lie outside the work-al"eas 
. . 
affected bf the changes, the method of introduction of such changes 
is one at imposition. In the laboratoey situation, the members -of · 
· ..• 
the groups ·had no choice in the acceptance or rejection of the changes. 
. . 
They_ could, however, work well or poorly within the new problem-solving 
arrangements. Similarly, in natural work groups, changes that are 
made generally take the form of having an eXternal source and of 
imposition. Members of such groups, generally, have little voice in 
the acceptance or rejection of the formal changes. 
Just as in the case of the laboratory network groups, however, the 
reactions of members to such changes can take the form of resistances 
which would be manifested in less productivity than would have been 
expected under the new arrangements~ The introduction of technological 
changes in industrial erganizations which lead to lower efficiency 
than would have been axpected purely on a technological basis, would 
be a good example of the above phenomenon. Even in the eases where 
management seeks tog!.in the approval-: of the members for changes by 
using the various Human Relations techniques designed to create 
feelings of involvement and control over decisions, the above 
statements still hold. This is so,since the latter kind of management 
flexibility extends only to how the changes are going to be accepted, 
and not to whether or not the changes are going to be ma.de. 
(f) In this network research as well as in others, there was little 
opportunity for informal organizaions to develop. In part, this ~ 
be attributable to the short lengths of time that groups in network 
studies spend as members of work groups. Other major reasons seem 
to be that members of such groups have little opportunity to interact 
verbally, and to associate with each other outside the immediate 
Wdrking situation and then return to their jobso Personality diffeDe~eSt 
so important to the development of a:ny informal organization, have 
little opportunity to emerge and have effects in this w~, dUe to the 
short life of the group, the lack of opportunity to interact verbally 
and to the absence of associations off the job during the life of 
the group. In such settings, personality characteristics emerge and 
have effects mostly in the area of job suitability: the extent to 
which the demands of the position that a member has are congruent 
with his personalit7. Natural organizations differ considerably from 
network proble~solving groups in t~e above respect. The conditions 
specified above as tending to limit the development of informal 
organizations ·do not. characterize natural work groups to the 
appreciable extent that they do in the caae of laboratory network 
proble~solving groups. 
(g) There are similarities, but also considerable differences between 
natural work groups and the problem-solving groups used in this 
research, in terms of motivational and reward systems. In this 
resesrch, the primary motivation was the moneY that the subjects 
received for their participation in the study. SUch a reward was 
not dependent on their performance in the group. The subjects knew 
that they would get paid regar~s of the quality of their 
performance. The work that they- did: represented to them only a 
very small and probably very unimportant part o£ their lives.. In 
natural work groups, although money is also a primary reward, the 
quality of the performances of the members is crucial to their 
being rewarded. The work that members do in natural organizations · 
generally occupy a much more central place in their lives. Greater 
involvement with their jobs is to be expected more than in the case 
of work groups in the laboratory communication network investigations. 
(5) !ehe E'eed for a l?rogra.m of Research 
The previous sections (3 and 4) specified the maj0r limitations 
of generalizations that might be made from this research to other 
experimental studies and to natural work gro~s. These limitations 
were in the form of variables the. t have not been explored either 
adequately or at all. There is no intrinsie reason why studies of 
changes in communication networks can not be designed to explore 
such variables. If usch were to be done, then generalizations to 
other studies and to other kinds of groeys would be much more 
valuable and justifiable. 
A program of research is needed in order to increase the 
applicability of the generalizations. Such a program of researeh 
would have to include the systematic study of the following variables: 
(a) Size of group (b) Kind of task (e) The method of establishing 
networks (d) The method of introduction of ~es (e) The emphasis 
on quality as well as quantity (f) Level of motivat~on and involvement 
(g) Feedback of results (h) Verbal communication (i) Knowledge of. 
positions of other members (j) The necessity of each member's 
contribution (k) Source of changes (1) Opportunity for informal 
organizations to develop (m) Opportunity for personali~characteristies 
to affect performances. 
(6) Centrality and the Jffeets of Changes 
(a) The results of the research indicate the usefulness of tke 
concept of centrality for understanding and predicting the effects 
of changes in communication networks on the behaviors of problem-
solving groups. It has made possible the operational distinctions 
between communication structures, and consequently, bas allowed changes 
in such structures to be clearly introduced and controlled. 
(b) if.hen changes in structure are introduced, a measurable 
work period is re~ired before the effActs of such changes become 
manifest and significant. This holds tru. regardless of whether the 
changes are from higher structured arrangements to lower ones or 
vice-versa. Such work periods immediately following the changes are 
vi~ed as transition periods, during which gr&nps learn how to 
operate within the new arrangements. 
(e) Fast communication experiences are believed to influence 
the operations which groups decide, to use within the new arrangements. 
The behaviors of groups in a given network are viewed as the products 
of the intP.raction of the present and past commu.nice.tion structures. 
When a communication pattern has been anteceded by one with a higher 
centrality index, the performances of the groups in it are better 
than would have been the case if the antecedent pattern bad the 
same centrality index. When a communication pattern has been anteceded 
by one with a lower centrality indeX, the performances of the gro'aps 
in it are worse than if the antecedent had the same centra.li ty indeX. 
The Results in a Context of a Rational Approach to Planned Obange 
The Study' of problem-solving groups has received a continuously 
increasing amount of attention from behavioral scientists. Much of 
the resp~nsibility for such increased attention seems to have come 
from th~ growing interest of experimental organizational analysts 
in small-scale laboratory simulatio~s of conditions that were 
previously considered to be treatable primarily in non-experimental 
and natural organizational settings. The increasing body of literature 
on communication arrangements in problem-solving groups illustrates 
such a trend. From the point of view of formally considering the 
structural properties of organizations as they relate to the 
effectiveness of their working parts, the study of co~cation · 
structures is seen as a means of partially opening the black box of 
knowledge about the inner workings o:f larger organizations. To a 
great extent, one might justifiably suggest that the major focus 
or organizational analysis is or should be communication. 
The work arrangement of positions in an organization may be 
viewed as a pattern of communicating parts whose collaboration leads 
to some product (s). Communication conditions among members can be 
viewed as either defining or reflecting chains of commands, lines of· 
authority and responsibility, and contributions to the product that 
represents the work of the organization. Obviously there is an extremely 
large number of possible arrangements of positions. Such possible 
arrangements can be ordered in terms of the extent to which authority, 
responsibility and contributions are distributed or concentrated 
among the parts. The more highly structured a work arrangement· is, 
the more will authority, responsibility and major contributions to 
production be concentrated in fewer parts. Structure is considered 
to be directly related to the quality and quantity of production of 
physical goods and the psychological goods of the ~eople occupying 
the parts in it: their feelings of. satisfaction with their job, 
company, supervision and co-w&r~rs. 
Demands for more equitable distributions of contributions 
and decision-making resp~nsibilities of members of organizations 
have been increasing considerably in the last forty years •. The 
increased education of workers, world events (wars) have given 
impulse to the development of a more democratic ideology in business 
organizations. The growing importance of a social technology that 
stresses shared leadership, together with malcy' other factors has 
given prominence to organizational problems that center arou.nd 
the individuals occupying the parts of a work structure. The major 
question out of which such problems emerge is; Holt can an organization 
progress technologically and at the time provide for greater 
self-realization of its members through its work structure? The 
latter question of how to change is meaningless unless it is considered 
in a context of u there should be a change.~~ The Philosophy of 
modern organizations would suggest that what exists, exists as '· 
temporary measures or stepping-stones for things to come. 
A future-orientation has become normative for managers and leaders 
in large organizations. Ohange seems to be the order of the day. 
Tradition and the past seem to be more and more unimportant as 
determinants of the contemporary organizational scene. What seems 
to be happening is that change is becoming traditionalized, so 
that contemporary organizational guide-lines for action become 
rooted in a principle that things should be different from the past. 
If·such a principle of difference from the past and such a tradition 
as change is for the good, are accepted and followed, then the 
problems of present-day organizational managers end students become 
sharply delimited and certain or~nizational issues become primary. 
Given change as the central theme, questions arise as:to: 
(1) What the relative weightings of the various goals shouldt:'Se{i.n 
planning for and instituting a change; e.g. profit, service to 
the community and benefits to the members of the organization? 
(2) Row should change be introduced, e.g. external imposition versus 
interpal decision-makiilg by members; gradual versus sudden; 
broad versus limited, and so on? 
(3) What kind of change to introduce; e.g. what structural changes 
in organization would lead to what kind of effects on the 
performances of members? 
(4) When should changes be introduced, e.g. when conditions are 
most stable or when they are least stable? 
(.5) What preparation for the effects of changes on those affected 
by them can be made; e.g. what are the human relations effects 
of such technological and structural changes? 
The results of this research focus on aspects of question (3): 
linen structural changes are made in the communication patterns of 
problem-solving groups, what effects are there on the performances 
of memb~rs'l 
In spite of the growing emphasis on change and the increased 
attention of small groups researchers to problems related to larger 
organizations, there has been very little effort invested in discovering 
the conditions that need to be considered when changes are to be 
planned. It remains, then, to consider A.ew the results of this 
research relate to the present state of knowledge about communication 
and change in organizations, and how they might contribute to 
the discovery of such conditions. 
Communication and change can bA considered theoretically in 
terms of two different approaches to organizationst (1) the Rational 
44 45 
Approach (2) the Natural System Approach The kinds of 
communication and change problems differ in the two approaches. 
The Natural system approach would consider communication in terms 
of its functional aspects for the internal social system that develops 
46 
out of the external system •. Communication would be treated as a 
dependent variable. It would be consider~d in terms of the adjustive 
and equilibrating tendencies of organizations in response to 
disturbances in their systems. Communication, in this context, would 
44 
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serve such purposes as: (a) maintaining social control, setting and 
preserving standards of behavior, modifying either positively or 
negatively some of the behaviors expected solely on the basis of the 
formal organization, (b) providing.acoeptable and ~pportive outlets 
for feelings whose expression is not institutionalized formally, 
(c) providing information to members about things that are going on 
in parts of the organization with which they have little or no 
official contact, and which affect their m~bership in it: 
introduction of. technological changes, layoffs, new incentive systems 
and so on~ 
In a general sense, the kinds of communication probl~s 
emphasized in the Natural system approach would be those that 
refleet inadequacies of the formal organization fer maintaining social 
homeostasis. In this same context, change would be considered in 
terms of indicating dysfunctioning in the formal system. Change 
would be treated primarily in terms of unanticipated consequences 
of formal elements in organizations. Increased absenteeism and labor 
turnover following the introduction of new equipment in an organization, 
together with lower productivity than would be eX,Pected on an 
engineering basis, illustrate the kind of, issUe that would be likely 
to draw the attention of the Natural system approach~ 
The :Rational approach concerns itself primarily with coiD.IttUnication. 
probl~s as they relate to the·· structural Datura of organizations. 
Jormal properties of th~ institutions are viewed in their rP-lationships 
to planned expectations about communication issUes such as: 
110 
(a) problems of dele~tion of authority (b) span of command (e) 
upward and downward co~ication channels for getting a job done 
(d) clarity of communications about contractual relationships sueh 
as role expectations. The latter include such elements as who-does-
what-to-whom in the organization. The general focus in this 
approach is on the formal communication requirements of an organization 
for achieving pr~)lanned goals. Communication is. used as an 
independent variable. As opPGsed to the Natural system treatment of 
changes as being unanticipated conse~nces and symptoms of 
disequilibrium, the Rational approach would view changes in either 
of two ways; (a) as b~ deviations trom the ideal type, not 
reflecting disequilibrium, (b) in terms of planned adaptation to the 
demands of the eXternal environment. In this approach, (a) would 
serve as the E".%Planatory device for imperfections in the application 
of the pure model and (b) would serve as an explanation for the "118:3' 
bureaucratic organizations compensate for disequilibrium between 
themselves and the proble~solving requirements of their environments. 
The :Rational approach to problems of communication and change 
provide the more meaningful context for the results of this st'tldy~ 
In order that change might be planned for most efficiently, with a 
maximum of control and predictability of effects, and with a minimum 
of unanticipated consequences, greater knowledge is required about 
the conditions or variables that need to be considered in planning. 
The results of this research indicate that·. the following kinds of 
conditions need to be taken into account t (a) .. the structural 
arrangement of positions which delimit the distribution of lines of 
-lU 
authority, responsibility a:m.d contributions to the group produet, 
(b) the suitability of a given structural arrangement of communication 
positions for meeting the demands of the problems facing it, (e) a 
developmental model (which needs further elaboration and testing) 
that makes the following assumptions: (l) past experiences of people 
lead to selective modifications of later experiences and, responses 
to past experiences will tend to transfer over to later situations, 
(2) transfer will be greater, the more similar the later problem-
solving experiences are to past ones and the more the past responses 
hav~ become stabilized. 
In this research information about all three conditions was 
utilized. The structural arrangement of positions was clearly 
understood and controlled for through the use of patterns which were 
establiShed by controlling communication channels available to members. 
. ' 
Knowledge about the suitability of the patterns used (Wheel and Circle) 
for the tasks required was obtained through the results of Leavitt 1s 
47 
study and through a preliminary study carried out with the 
primary purpose of increasing the certainty about the sUitability 
of the patterns of communication used in the experiment. Finally, 
change was introduced after stabilization of times taken to solve 
problems had taken place. The post change experiences of members of 
the problem-solving groups were identical to the pre-change situations, 
with the intended exception of changes in tae pattern arrangement of 
communication-- channels. 
4-7 
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Taking into account the above information, it is possible, when 
planning changes of organizations, to make some predictions with 
more certaintr than before about the planned effects of such changes 
on performance. 
11:3 
APP:Bl:NDIX 
li4 
Analysis Gf Variance of Times Taken to 
Solve Problems for the.Cirele Condition 
in the Summer Study 
The following Analysis of Variance of Times Taken to Solve 
FToblems for the Circle condition was done in order to obtain the 
appropriate error term needed for Tukey's Gap Test. 
AnalYsis of Variance of Time Scores for the Circle Condition 
with 10 Groups with 4o Trials in :mach Group 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F 
--~---------~-------------~---------------------------------------
Total 5,638,433-51 399 
:Between Trials 3,653.660.31 39 93,683.60 .01 
:Between G1-oups 538.973.66 9 59,885 .. 96 
Interaction: 1,445, 799.54 351 4,119.09 
Trials x Groups 
--~---------~-------------------------~------------------------~-
The error term to be used in the Gap Test was obtained as 
follaws; 
4,119.09/4o 10.1488 s 
m 
--~ ·--.· ~ 
Tukey's Gap Test Applied .12, Trial Means !2,£ the Circ:t~ Condition 
The following test was done in order to ~ocate differences 
between trial means that are significant when compared to the 
smallest difference between means that would b~ needed before such 
a difference would be considered significant. 
Tukg 1 s Gap Test Applied to Circle Trial Means 
--~-----------------------~---------------~---~--------~~------Trial Mean.Time Trial Mean Time LSD Least Significant 
Difference 
--------------------------------~--~-~----------~-~-----------~-l 626.6 21 112.4 
2 338.3 22 12?.1 1.. 2 3 2?4.2 23 110.? LSD t 2 s 
4 213-.5 24 104.6 .os m 
.5 226.2 2.5 109·.5 
6 182.3 26 98,1 t 2.1010 
7 24o.4 27 97.8 .os 
8 171.6 28 93.2 
9 182.0 29 93·9 * 10 16.5·9 30 90.8 2 1.4142 
ll 172.,5 31 108._, 
12 1,51.1 32 83.2 s 10.1488 
13 133·7 33 93.8 m 
14 .. 129···3 34 108.8-
1.5 120.3 3.5 81.9 LSD 30 .1,54.5 
16 162.1 36 88.7 
1? 127.1 37 86.6 
1e 1.51.8 38 82.8 
19 11.5 • .5 39 7.5-4 
20 111.8 4o 76.4 
~--------~-----------------------~--------------------------------
Tbe above result indicates that, with the exception of trials 
31 and 34, there is n() significant difference between aey trial and 
any other one after trial 30. Also, after trial 30, there is no, 
significant difference between any one trial and the one following it. 
Analysis .Q1 Variance .2.! Time Scores for ~ Wheel Oond.i tion 
~. the Summer Stud;r 
The following Analysis of Variance Test was done in order 
to obtain the appropriate error term for times taken to solve 
problems for the Wheel condition needed to apply Tukey's Gap Test. 
Analysis 2t Variance of Time Scores m the Wheel 
Condition with !Q. Groups~ 4o Trials~~ Group 
~-------------------------------~~---------------------------Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sq'Oare F 
---=-------------------------------------~---......,._... __ 
Total .5,318,208.96 399 
Between Trials 4,102,82,5.76 39 105,200.66 .. 01 
Between Groups 114,628.41 9 12,736.49 
Interaction: 
Trials x Groups 1,100, 754.79 351 3,136.05 
------~-------~--~------------------------------------~--~----~ 
The error term to be used in the Gap Test was obtained as 
follows: 
3,136.0.5/40 8.8320 s 
m 
Taker's Gap Test Applied .12. Trial Means !9.!: the Wheel Condition 
The following test was done in order to locate differAnces 
between trial means that are significant when compared to the 
smallest difference between means that would be needed before 
difference could be considered significant~ 
Tu.keY's ~Test Applied, !2, Wheel Trial Means 
------------------------------------------------------------------Trial Mean Time Trial Mean !fime LSD Least Significant 
. Differences 
---~-------~----------------------------------------------------
1 629.4 21 69.6 
2 307.3 22 70$8 i 
3 294.6 23 76.3 LSD . t 2 s 
-4 190.8 24 57·9 .05 m 
5 138.1 25 63.0 
6 115.6 26 54.2 t 
7 107 • .5 27 58.6 .05 with 18 df. 2.1010 
8 104.7 28 59·7 
9 91.4 29 78 .. 0 i 10 83.2 ;30 79-3 2 1.41420 
11 90.6 31 72-7 
12 116.8 32 59-0 s 8.83200 
13 .~6_5 .. 4 33 . .59·6 m 
14 63.4 34 54~0 ' 
15 63 .. 7 35 52 .. 6 LSD :. 26.2419 
16 84.4. 36 55·3 
17 63.1 37 63.0 
18 68.3 38 55-6 
19 66,8 39 49.8 
20 68.7 4o 56.6 
--~------~------------------------~---------~--~--------~~--
The above results indicate that, after trial 30, there is. no 
significance between any one trial and the one following it. A1s~ 
after trial 30, there is no significant difference between any one 
trial and 8.¥Jf otbe r. 
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The study of organizations in their natural state and problem-
solving groups in the laboratory has received increased attention in 
recent Years. Communication in particular has been the research 
concern of many investigators. Problems of changes in communication 
processes have been virtually ignored in experimental studies as well 
as in field investigations. The existence of disparate notions 
unsupported by empi~ioal evidence about the effects of such changes 
provides somewhat confusing and conflicting references for making 
predictions. 
There is, however, a growing body of evidence coming from 
laboratory experimentation about the relationship between communic~tion 
networks and the performances of problem-solving groups in them. As 
well as providing such evidence, certain of these studies also make 
possible the establishment of operationally distinguishable communication 
structures and the introduction of rigorously controlled changes in them. 
This is a laboratory study of the effects of changes in the 
patterns of communication of s~ll problem-solving groups. These 
changes are in terms of who-c~-communicate-to-whom. The overall 
question to be answered is: What effects do changes make in the 
communication patterns of problem-solving groups have on performance? 
Two :'."fiv~;J-person communication patterns were used: (a) a Circle, 
in which every member could communicate to the Persons on the immediate 
right and left, but to no one else. All Djembers are equal $'ith respect 
1 
to the centrality indices of their positions; (b) a Wheel, in which 
l 
Harold J. Leavitt, "Some l!l:f:fects of Certain Communication 
Patterns on Group Performance", Journal .2£. Abnormal and, Social Ps:rcbolog.y, 
XLVIII (1951) , 38-50. Centrali t7 is defined as the sum of the distances 
:from all members to all members over the sum of the distances from a 
given position to all others. 
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each of the four members could communicate to the fifth, but to no 
one else. The fifth person could communicate to everyone. The . 
centrality indices of the four members are equal but lower than that 
of the fifth or central person. 
Four experimental conditions were used: (a) a change from a 
Circle to a Wheel (OW); (b) a change from a Wheel to a Circle pattern 
(WO); (c) a Wheel pattern throughout (WVT); (d) a Circle pattern 
throughout (CO). Wheels have higher centrality indices than. Circles. 
(A group centrality index is the sum of the centrality indices of 
the members.) 
The task used was one that required members to find the common 
symbol from am~ng six possible ones, through written communication only. 
Diagram ~ Experimental Arrangement ~ Communication Conditions 
Trials 31-60 
O(Circle) W(Wheel) 
c 
w 
Ten groups in each of four 
conditions: oo,ow,wotww. 
Five subjects in each group: 
0 Circle · W Wheel 
B.f comparing the performances of ow with ww and we with ~0, 
it was possible to determine which of the following apProaches was· 
adequate for predicting the effects of changes on times taken to solve 
problems (t) and number of problems correctly solved (n). 
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Approach I. .• Groups in a Given. kind of network will ~xhibit 
differences when their antecedent conditions have been different. 
The directions of such differences depend on the centrality indices 
of the antecedent conditions: (t) OW (t) WW (n) CW (n) WW 
(t) we (t) co (n) we (n) co 
Approachii ••• Ohanges ~patterns of commun&oation will lead to 
better performances regardless of the centrality indices of the 
antecedent conditions: (t) we (t) 00 (n) we . (n) 00 
(t) ow (t) ww (n) ow (n) ww 
Approach III .il_ is the struotur.gs 2.1 the present communication that 
serve· to ;..dist:i:nguil:.sh.:.~betweeru:the:~pe:Ffermances o:£ problem-solving 
groups, rather than antecedent conditions or the changes themselves. 
This approach would be considered supported if the following results 
were to be obtained: (t) we (t) 00 (t) ow (t) ww 
(n) we (n) 00 (n) ow (n) ww 
(t) wo (t) 00 (t) ow (t) ww 
(n) we (n) 00 (n) ow; (n) ww 
Approach III was supported. For both kinds of commU4ication 
pattern.s (0 and W) the structures of the present patterns and neither 
the different antecedent conditions nor the changes themselves served 
to distinguish between the performances of groups in such patterns. 
Circles took longer times to solve problems and had fewer correct 
trials than Wheels .. 
2 
Additional (t) s.lld (n) analyses were done for trials 46-60 
(last fifteen trials) between WC and CC, and between CW and WW. 
The results Were: (t) WC (t) CC; (n) we (n) CC; 
(t) ow (t) WW; (n) OW (n) WW. 
Speculation based on the results of the additional analyses 
suggasts that a modified form of Approach I might be useful in further 
research on change: When changes in patterns of communication are 
introduced, a measurable work period is required before the effects 
of such changes emerge significantly. sUch effects appear to be 
different for the (t) and (n) measures of performances. Considering 
(t) as the measure of performance, such a modification would suggest 
(for further testing) that for, a given kind of network, d ifferenees 
in antecedent conditions would serve to distinguish between the 
performances of groups in the following way: When a communication 
pattern has been anteeeded by one with a higher centrality ind~, 
performances of groups in it would be better than if the antecedent 
condition had had the same centrality index. When a communication 
pattern has been anteceded by one with a lower centrality index, 
the performances of groups in it would. be. worse than if the 
antecedent pattern bad had the same centrality index. 
2 
Significant Trial x Network Interaction terms in the analyses 
of variance for (t) and (n) suggested the need for additional 
analysis. 
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